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Playing With Dangerous Energies

The massive hidden cost of fossil fuels and other
dangerous energies is demonstrated by a US$19 billion
judgement against Chevron in Ecuador which has many
of the corporation’s shareholders in uproar.

In 2011 Chevron was found liable for the negligence
of oil company Texaco, which it acquired in 2002. The
Ecuadorian Court found that between 1972 and 1990
Texaco had polluted more than 1,500 square miles of
the Ecuadorian Amazon jungle, dumped 16 billion gal-
lons of highly toxic and carcinogenic water into the es-
tuaries and rivers, had hundreds of crude oil spills, built
around 900 waste pits without protective linings and
destroyed the health and livelihood of the nearby com-
munities.

The affected territory was dubbed by some “Ama-
zon Chernobyl”.

Yet it could get worse for the 30,000 affected Ecua-
dorians, as Chevron says the “judgment is illegitimate”
and they fear Chevron will not pay. They have related
litigation underway in Argentina, Brazil and Canada to
ensure it does.

And things could get worse for Chevron. The web-
site chevrontoxico.com notes that “Chevron also faces
US$22 billion in possible civil and criminal penalties in
Brazil over an offshore spill and related cover up last
November in the Frade field”, one of the company’s
biggest investments in the world.

Many Chevron shareholders want the US$250
billion corporation to settle with the Ecuadorians. At
Chevron’s annual general meeting last month, a third of
shareholders supported a resolution to make it easier for

shareholders to call their own meetings over “the need
for better tools for shareholder scrutiny of
management”. The Chevron board opposed the
resolution.

Also in late May, 14 of Chevron’s institutional in-
vestors wrote to the US Securities and Exchange Com-
mission asking it to “investigate evidence that Chevron
Corporation is violating securities laws by repeatedly
making misrepresentations and material omissions re-
garding the impact on the company of its adverse judg-
ment in Ecuador of $19 billion for pollution of the land
and water of rainforest communities.”

Ecuador looks to be a shocking case of corporate ir-
responsibility. And it clearly shows how dangerous oil
can be in the wrong hands, in this case those of an oil
company. It is an extraordinarily cruel story for the Ec-
uadorians, and a sorry one for Chevron shareholders.

Yet all this trouble is even before we factor in the
amount of carbon that Chevron’s activities have re-
leased into the atmosphere and will release in the fu-
ture. It shows that oil is a dangerous fuel even before its
contribution to climate change, but with climate change
it can damage not just the Amazon but the whole planet.
Not only 30,000 Ecuadorians but 7 billion people and
countless species.

But oil is not the only dangerous fuel that mankind
plays with.

Last month, Doctors for the Environment Australia
(DEA) issued a report saying Health Impact Assess-
ments (HIA) of coal and gas projects are inadequate.

The rapid expansion of the coal and unconventional
gas industries has exposed that HIA processes under the
States “is confusing, inefficient, uneconomic and often
rudimentary - and the health of communities has not
been adequately protected.

“Current moves to cut ‘green tape’ at the instigation
of developers will render present health assessments
even more inadequate and must be resisted unless
health assessments are protected and improved.”

The DEA says there is “a well established body of
knowledge about the health effects of coal, such as car-
dio respiratory illnesses and reduction in life expec-
tancy”. It says there is a “case for urgent reform”.

Health is one of the hidden costs of coal that is not
properly accounted for by industry and government. As
Eco Investor asked in our editorial in December 2009
on The True Cost of Coal - has anyone added up these
numbers and their costs to the Budget and family life?

Like oil, coal is a dangerous energy. And that is be-
fore its contribution to atmospheric carbon and climate
change.

A third dangerous energy is the nuclear industry. I
was touched by the story of the Aboriginal man Jeffrey
Lee who in 2007 said no to a uranium mine on his an-
cestral land worth up to $5 billion and possibly up to
$7.5 million for himself. Early this year the land was in-
corporated into the Kakadu World Heritage area.

Mr Lee was quoted as saying “Money come, money
go. Once you take my land away, you can’t put it back
together again”.

His wisdom was borne out when last week I saw a
news item with hundreds of large orange plastic bags
full of radioactive soil from the Japanese village of Fu-
kushima. This is land the Japanese may take away and
never put back together again.

The oil industry, the coal industry and the nuclear
industry on one hand and Mr Lee on the other hand give
share investors plenty to think about. My money is on
Mr Lee.
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Hydro and Geothermal IPO

New Zealand company Mighty River Power Ltd has
jointly listed on the New Zealand and Australian Stock
Exchanges, giving local investors an option to invest in
hydro and geothermal energy.

The shares have had a good start. The exchange rate
on 10 May when they listed gave the NZ$2.50 shares a
value of $2.08. They commenced trading at $2.21; over
two weeks they drifted down with the weakening mar-
ket to a low of $1.95; and at the end of the month were
around $2.07.

The joint listings were a partial privatization by the
New Zealand Government, which has retained a 51 per
cent interest. The majority of shares went to New Zea-
landers with a small offering to Australian institutional
and sophisticated investors.

Mighty River Power was established as a State
Owned Enterprise in 1999 and has seen significant
growth, said New Zealand’s Minister of Finance, Bill
English.

Mighty River Power is a multi-billion dollar com-
pany and one of New Zealand’s largest electricity com-
panies. It generates about 17 per cent of New Zealand’s
electricity from nine hydro stations on the Waikato
River, four geothermal power stations in the central
North Island and a multi unit gas fired station in Auck-
land.

The company currently generates 64 per cent of its
power from hydro, 30 per cent from geothermal, and 6
per cent from gas. The gas is used to complement the
base mix and provide additional production flexibility.

Might River Power’s hydro capacity is 1,044 MW,

it geothermal capacity 384 MW. The gas power station
is 175 MW. Total 2012 production was 7,070 GWh, of
which 4,294 GWh was from hydro, 2,185 GWh from
geothermal, and 589 GWh from gas.

It has over 390,000 customers and sells electricity to
nearly one in five New Zealand homes and businesses.
Its retail brands are Mercury Energy, GLO BUG, Bosco
Connect and Tiny Mighty Power. It was Energy Com-
pany of the Year in 2010 and 2012, and Energy Retailer
of the Year in 2011 at the Deloitte Energy Excellence
Awards.

The company also has geothermal assets in the US,
Chile and Germany.

It has an investment in the John L. Featherstone geo-
thermal power station in the US that was commissioned
in 2012, and this includes 20 per cent of EnergySource,
which has geothermal development opportunities.

In Chile it has access to three geothermal prospects
valued at NZ$47.9 million. The Tolhuaca geothermal
field is its most actively explored concession with two
production scale wells drilled. The other two prospects
are very early stage.

In Germany, Mighty River Power has an interest in a
subsidiary of GeoGlobal Energy LLC, which owns five
early stage geothermal development concessions in
southern Germany. Their current value is NZ$12 mil-
lion.

Chairman, Joan Withers said the company generates
over 90 cent of its power from renewable sources and
this will shortly increase. “In the next few months we
expect to commission the new Ngatamariki geothermal
power station near Taupo. This will further expand our
capacity and generation from renewable, natural re-
sources.”

“We have invested $1.4 billion in new geothermal

assets between 1 July 2005 and 31 December 2012,”
she said.

The Ngatamariki power station will lift geothermal
energy to 40 per cent of the company’s total output.

In 2012 Mighty River Power was the 13th largest
owner of geothermal power stations in the world.

Mighty River is in the New Zealand Stock Exchan-
ge’s top 10 companies and on listing at NZ$2.50 per
share it had a capitalization of NZ$3.5 billion including
the Australian shares.

On the ASX it was, in late May, the 77th largest
company by market cap.
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Financials

The company has a history of being profitable:
NZ$84.6 million in 2009-10, NZ$127.1 million in
2010-11 and NZ$67.7 million in 2011-12. It expects to
make NZ$$94.8 million in 2012-13 and NZ$160.4 mil-
lion in 2013-14. However, these results are volatile.

Underlying profitability is more stable, but lacks
growth. In 2011-12 underlying earnings were almost
unchanged at NZ$162.7 million, compared with
NZ$162.2 million in 2010-11. It said this was due to the
increase in earnings (EBITDAF) being almost fully off-
set by increased depreciation and amortization. In
2009-10 underlying earnings were NZ$139.6 million.

Mighty River Power is a regular dividend payer.
The forecast dividend for 2012-13 is NZ 12 cents and
then 13 cents in 2013-14 at a payout ratio of 107 per
cent.

Going forward, Mighty River Power expects its
payout ratio to be high at between 90 to 110 per cent of
adjusted net profit after tax. Adjusted NPAT is after
changes in the value of derivative instruments, income
statements of jointly controlled entities, impairments,
and tax impacts from the above.

The payout ratio looks more reasonable against the
underlying earnings. Total dividends paid in 2010-11
were NZ$95 million and in 2011-12 NZ$120.5 million.

At $2.07 per share the yield for this year would be
5.8 per cent. This is attractive in the current market, but
the dividends and tax are not straight forward as they
are paid in New Zealand dollars. This will generate cur-
rency conversion and transfer costs for Australian
shareholders as well as currency risk.

New Zealand imputation credits complicate the tax
situation. Mighty River Power said it will withhold non
resident withholding tax (NRWT) of 15 per cent on tax-

able dividends. However, for Australian shareholders it
will pay an additional supplementary dividend to offset
the NRWT. This will increase the gross yield.

Environment

Mighty River Power says it has commercial partner-
ships with stakeholders across its renewable resources
including with numerous Maori land trusts for its geo-
thermal resource developments.

In the Waikato River catchment it “strives to align
its interests around water quality” with local values and
the protection and enhancement of the river.

Mighty River Power says it “understands the impor-
tance of retaining and building on the ‘licence to oper-
ate’ that is conferred by communities and groups”. It
has a ‘beyond compliance’ approach. It undertakes en-
vironmental and ecological restoration projects, and

participates in national and regional environmental
planning processes to establish the regulatory and pol-
icy frameworks. It also funds geothermal research.

New Zealand has shown how a country can exploit
is renewable resources in hydro, geothermal and wind
energy. Australia has these plus sun, yet has relied on
coal and gas. So local investors are lucky to have access
to New Zealand’s renewable energy utilities.

The opportunities should continue with the New
Zealand Government proposing to sell up to 49 per cent
of its shares in Genesis Energy and Meridian Energy
through public offers in due course. Hopefully they will
also include an ASX listing.

Meanwhile, Mighty River Power has a history of
profits and dividends so Eco Investor rates it as a core
security. (ASX: MYT)
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Positive Screening Outperforms

The idea that ethical investments can match and out-
perform non-ethical portfolios received a boost with
two of Ethinvest’s funds achieving significant outper-
formance in their first 12 months to 31 March.

The Ethinvest ASX100 Screened Index Model
achieved a return of 43 per cent, outperforming its
benchmark the S&P/ASX 100 Accumulation Index
which returned 21.7 per cent. The Ethinvest ASX50
Screened Index Model also did very well with a return
of 39.7 per cent while its benchmark the S&P/ASX 50
Accumulation Index returned 23.1 per cent.

The ASX50 fund excludes all companies involved
in environmentally and socially negative activities. The
ASX100 fund also excludes companies that are not di-
rectly involved in these activities but don’t actively pro-
mote more sustainable business practices. It only
invests in companies that have no direct excluded ac-
tivities and actively promote more sustainable business
practices.

Investments in both index funds are then weighted

by market capitalization.
The screens eliminate many mining and energy

stocks and mean that the ASX100 Model has only 29
holdings and the ASX50 Model has only 23 holdings.

The ASX100 Screened Index Model has three envi-
ronmentally positive investments: gas pipeliner APA
Group, metals recycler Sims Metal Management, and
rare earths producer Lynas Corporation.

Its top 10 holdings are: Westpac, Telstra, CSL,
AMP, Suncorp, Brambles, Insurance Australia Group,
Stockland, Resmed and GPT.

At this stage there are no environmentally positive
companies large enough to be in the ASX50 Screened
Index Fund. Its top 10 holdings are: Westpac, ANZ,
National Australia Bank, Telstra, CSL, Westfield
Group, QBE Insurance, AMP, Suncorp and Brambles.

Ethinvest’s managing director, Trevor Thomas, said
the index models benefited from a strong run on the
stock market from July last year and the outperform-
ance was enhanced by an overweighting in financial
stocks, with strong dividends and gradual capital appre-
ciation over the period.

The elimination of many mining
and energy stocks also helped per-
formance as there were market con-
cerns around the sustainability of
resources demand and events in
Europe and China.

The Models are passively
managed and the only positively
screened index funds for the ASX 50
and ASX 100 that are available to
retail investors. They are on the
Emerald Wrap and can be accessed
directly or for superannuation.

Bigger Bottom Line Hit for Sims

The total hit to Sims Metal Management's second
half bottom line due to significant items is expected to
be around $115 million.

This includes the investigation into its UK inven-
tory, recent management changes at its UK Metals and
UK Sims Recycling Services businesses, and the re-
structuring strategies there.

The scope of the UK investigation has been rede-
fined, and includes further inventory write downs, and
provisions for landfill costs and other impairment
charges with a total estimated second half impact of
$45 million. This is in addition to the previously an-
nounced inventory write downs, and will bring the total
inventory write downs for the full year to $61 million.

The UK restructuring is expected to lead to impair-
ment charges of circa $42 million for the carrying value
of some fixed assets. Some leased facilities will be dis-
continued, giving impairment charge of another $20
million. Other provisions should be around $8 million.

The expected total of these items for the second half
is around $115 million.

Further bad news for Sims and its share price is that
the spot iron ore price has been trending downwards,
and is currently around $120 per tonne where it was
around $155 early this year. The news is worse for steel
billet, which has fallen in price from US$275 to
US$130 since the start of the year. (ASX: SGM)

Quick Return for Envestra
Shareholders

Envestra's five year high share price saw the com-
pany's share purchase plan well oversubscribed. The is-
sue price was 99 cents while during the offer the shares
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hit a five year high of $1.125, offering a possible quick
profit if desired.

4,900 shareholders subscribed for $48 million in
shares, and the $25 million offer was increased to $32.5
million.

Envestra said it has now raised equity of $219.3 mil-
lion for 2012-13. This comprises $26.9 million in the
October dividend reinvestment plan, $130 million in
the April placement, $29.9 million in the April divi-
dend reinvestment plan, and $32.5 million in the share
purchase plan.

It makes a welcome change to see a company raise
significant equity when its shares are at a long term
high rather than at a low as has been common since the
global financial crisis. (ASX: ENV)

Drivers of Demand

GWA Group has given an insight into the market
segments it sees as driving demand for its products.

Managing director Peter Crowley said he believes
demand for GWA’s kitchen and bathroom, door and
access system, and heating and cooling products is
generated by: New dwelling construction 30-35 per
cent, Renovation and replacement 50-55 per cent, and
Non dwelling commercial building 10-15 per cent.

Among the new products GWA is offering this year
are 5 star gas, G+ electronic access systems, and a Marc
Newson designed/ branded bathroom range. (ASX:
GWA)

Gas Plant Online

The Red Gully Gas and Condensate Processing Fa-
cility in WA has received approval to commence com-
missioning and delivery of first gas into the Dampier to

Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline (DBNGP) to Alcoa of
Australia and condensate haulage to the BP Oil Refin-
ery in Kwinana.

ERM Power through ERM Gas Pty Ltd has a 23.6
per cent interest in the facility. (ASX: EPW)

A Simpler DUET

DUET Group is asking unitholders to vote on a plan
to simplify its structure. This will see its stapled entities
reduced from six to four, and the creation of a corporate
arm to control its equity in its operating businesses and
a funding arm to hold intra group debt investments.

Director said it will allow more effective and effi-
cient decision making, deliver head office cost savings
of $1 million per year although the implementation
costs are $10 million, and improve working capital by
releasing $5 million supporting a licence that is no
longer needed.

It will also give a more simple investment structure,
which is generally positive for investors. (ASX: DUE)

Transpacific CEO Resigns

Transpacific Industries' share price fell from 89
cents to 74 cents on news that the chief executive has
resigned and a downbeat trading update.

Chief executive Kevin Campbell said he is unable to
provide the longer term commitment to drive the com-
pany's transformation but will work to ensure a smooth
transition to a new CEO. An international search is un-
derway for his replacement.

Mr Campbell said "Market conditions were tough in
the first half and those conditions have generally dete-
riorated further. Project deferrals by customers and the
continuing weakness in manufacturing, industrial and
construction activity have all had a negative impact on
our operations for the year and in particular, the second
half.

"While our expectations for FY13 EBITDA are
lower than those achieved in FY12, we have made
progress on debt reduction, cost savings and divest-
ments. We will be increasing the scope of these initia-
tives over the coming months with the business and
operational review being undertaken in conjunction
with L.E.K. Consulting."

Transpacific expects its net profit after tax to be be-
tween $46 million and $53 million after allowing for
net one-off costs of $14 million. Underlying net profit
should be between $60 million and $67 million.

Transpacific expects to repay about $100 million of
debt in 2012-13.

The company has produced an interesting map
showing its many waste management and other facili-
ties around Australia and New Zealand, and why it is
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the largest waste management business in the two coun-
tries. It has 380 locations and over 5,500 vehicles.

Mr Campbell said the divestment program has seen
a number of non core assets and properties sold includ-
ing a majority of the manufacturing assets, smaller non
core businesses and surplus properties. Divestment
proceeds in 2012-13 will be around $25 million with
more non core assets to be sold in 2013-14 to reduce
debt.

However, there was no mention of a dividend.
When the company is ready, such a move could finally
fire its share price. (ASX: TPI)

Gas Well Lifts Share Price

Energy World Corporation saw its share price
bounce 52 per cent on news that it had started drilling
an exploratory gas well in the Cooper-Eromanga Basin

in south west Queensland.
A subsidiary, Australian Gasfields, spudded the

Sheoak 2 well on 17 April looking for gas and oil, and
specifically to appraise the availability of conventional
and non-conventional gas.

On 6 May when the drilling was announced, to-
gether with a consultants' report that said prospectivity
was high, the shares jumped from a low of 27.5 cents
and two weeks later hit 46.5 cents.

In mid May the well was cased and suspended but
Energy World said a 15 metre zone returned gas to the
surface and there were oil shows.

A week after the drilling announcement Standard
Chartered Private Equity (Singapore) invested US$50
million in Energy World through a convertible ex-
changeable bond with a low 2.5 per cent coupon and
may invest another US$25 million. A new director, Ka-

nad Singk Virk from Standard Chartered, was ap-
pointed.

The capital is to fund the expansion of Energy
World's liquefied natural gas projects in Indonesia,
Philippines and Australia.

The potential gas and capital investment are good
news for a stock that has been tracking down and side-
ways for a long time.

The results of the drilling will be interesting to see if
the gas and oil are worth pursuing, and how any oil may
affect the company's environmental credibility. The
capital is a sign of confidence in the LNG projects from
a large institutional investor. (ASX: EWC)

New Investor for Clean TeQ

Clean TeQ Holdings has secured an investment of
$1.84 million from mining and technology investor,
Robert Friedland. The investment is via a convertible
note that can be converted to 18,406,116 shares or
11.35 per cent of the company.

Subject to due diligence and shareholder approval,
Mr Friedland can invest another $1.73 million in
17,317,866 unsecured convertible notes that, if con-
verted, would lift his equity to 19.9 per cent.

The convertible notes will have a three year term
and pay a 10 per cent coupon. If converted the shares
would be issued at a value of 10 cents each, a significant
discount to the current price of 13 cents.

But at 31 March Clean TeQ had cash of only
$656,000, so another $3.57 million would be very
handy.

Clean TeQ said it has been challenged financially
due to timing issues around its license fees and bank
overdraft facilities, and that Mr Friedland's investment
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is a timely boost to its working capital.
Clean TeQ is expecting a payment of $3.5 million

from ISK for development work on the recovery of
scandium, but anticipated receipt of the licence fee has
been put back to 2013-14. That would also impact
2012-13 sales and revenue and in contrast to earlier ex-
pectations indicate a loss after tax for the year of $1.5
million to $2.5 million.

On completion of the first tranche of the convertible
note, Clean TeQ will appoint up to two nominees of Mr
Friedland to the board.

Mr Friedland said "This is a company with an oper-
ating track record of over twenty years, a strong focus
on R&D and a proven capability of developing and
commercializing innovative proprietary technologies.
Clean TeQ's expertise in separation and purification
technologies for water treatment and metals recovery
makes it a leading innovator of technologies that have
real importance for our future." (ASX: CLQ)

New Revenue Stream

Carbon Conscious has a much needed new revenue
source with its carbon farming methodology endorsed
by the Government. This means its projects can be reg-
istered with the Australian Clean Energy Regulator and
trigger Australian Carbon Credit Units (ACCUs) from
its 18,000 hectares of existing forests.

The delivery of ACCUs is expected in the third
quarter and ACCU sales will add to quarterly revenue.

Executive director Andrew McBain said the forests
it manages for clients deliver stable revenue of about
$600,000 per quarter. Other plantations are on balance
sheet and selling the ACCUs from these should gener-
ate additional revenue. (ASX: CCF)

Share Plan Raises Questions

With cash of only $307,000 at the end of the March
quarter, CBD Energy launched a share purchase plan in
early May, but did not say how much it needed or hoped
to raise.

With its shares trading at all time lows, the company
did well to limit the offer to existing shareholders.

The offer is at 1.3 cents per share but soon after the
offer was announced the shares fell and reached a new
all time low of 0.9 cents. With the share price still be-
low the offer price, there is some question as to what the
take up rate will be and how much will be raised. It has
extended the closing offer, suggesting low interest.

However, the lack of financial detail means inves-
tors are in the dark as to whether a further raising to out-
side investors may be necessary.

CBD said the new funds will allow it to take advan-
tage of opportunities created over the past year: the de-
velopment of its wind project at Taralga, the relaunch
of its solar business under the Westinghouse Solar
brand, the launch of its first Clean Energy Bond in the
UK to fund international solar projects, the planned

lodgement of its application to list on NASDAQ, and
expansion of its Thai solar project.

The Clean Energy Bond is to raise up to £7.5 million
to develop larger scale renewable energy projects in the
UK, US, Australia and New Zealand. (ASX: CBD)

Possible $7 Million Sale

Struggling metals recycler CMA Corporation is ask-
ing shareholders to vote on the proposed sale of its US
assets and the continuation of prepayment facilities
with Scholz Recycling and Stemcor Australia.

CMA wants to sell CMA USA Corporation Ltd and
the Meretec intellectual property and technology to a
related party, Scholz US, an associate of Scholz AG
(Scholz), for US$7 million. This would be a handy sum
for the company. (ASX: CMV)

From Profit to Loss

CO2 Group made a loss for the half year to 31
March of $4.2 million compared to a March 2012 half
year profit of $1.6 million.

The company said its financial performance reflects
the major investment it is
making in aquaculture.
However, revenue fell to
$27.1 million from $32.7
million. It has cash of $19.4
million.

The company has en-
tered into option agree-
ments for the lands needed
for the entire Project Sea
Dragon aquaculture devel-
opment, but their location
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in northern Australia is confidential at this stage.
Subsidiary WARL is in off-take discussions with

parties for its planned Black Tiger Prawn product.
Meanwhile, CO2 Group has issued Australian Car-

bon Credit Units (ACCUs) on behalf of client New-
mont Australia and its Carbon Farming Initiative (CFI)
Reforestation project.

"This is a major milestone for CO2 Australia, New-
mont Australia and the carbon market more broadly, as
it is the first time that ACCUs have been created in rela-
tion to carbon sequestration," said CO2 group chief ex-
ecutive, Andrew Grant. (ASX: COZ)

Restructure for Environmental
Group

The Environmental Group is shutting down its de-
watering and poly pipe welding business in the Hunter
Valley and the Bowen Basin, and its equipment clean-
ing business in the Hunter Valley.

The move follows a review of its subsidiaries.
Chairman Louis Niederer said the businesses expe-

rienced a severe downturn from June/July last year.
"Reduced volumes of work, brought on by the down-
turn in mining generally but particularly in the coal in-
dustry, have not recovered and the Board's best
estimate is that they are unlikely to recover in the fore-
seeable future.

“In addition to lower overall volumes, uncommer-
cial pricing of the limited remaining work by competi-
tors has reinforced the directors’ view that the prudent
course of action for shareholders is to exit these unprof-
itable operations.”

The services being closed are not the company’s
major activities, which remain air and water quality

products and their servicing.
The closing of services to the coal sector makes the

company less reliant on this environmentally negative
industry. (ASX: EGL)

Energy Saving Investment

August Investments has made an initial investment
in Ecosave Holdings and sold out of CBD Energy.

The Ecosave investment was at $1.54 per share.
August said Ecosave is a provider of energy efficiency
services covering power, water and utility management
in Australia, and listed in January as part of a $5 million
capital raising.

However, “Until full year results are released it is
difficult to assess the value of this business.

“However, the business is similar to one of the
divisions of Energy Action, which has proved to be an
exceptional investment for August Investments. It will
be interesting to compare the results of the two
companies,” it said.

August’s managing director, Damien Lynch, said
CBD Energy has been an ongoing disappointment.
"After a brief profit a few years ago they have fallen
back into the red. Management seems unable to adjust
to changes in circumstances, and there have been lots.
The hype is wonderful, but their ability to follow
through is woeful."

New Director

Ecosave Holdings has appointed Benedick Sam-
ways as an executive director. Mr Samways is the com-
pany's National Operations Manager. (ASX: ECV)

Galaxy Resources to Raise $47
Million

Galaxy Resources is to raise up to $47 million
through a 1 for 1 pro rata entitlement issue at the very
low price of 8 cents per share.

The shares are currently suspended and last traded at
23 cents, itself a five year low.

The danger with such big discounts is that once trad-
ing recommences the shares can fall to the issue price,
as happened recently with tyre recycler Carbon Poly-
mers.

Galaxy is a much bigger company and being in the
ASX 300 it has institutional support, but much depends
on whether current shareholders hang on or go for a
quick profit.

The positive side is that if the strategy works and the
share price doesn’t plummet, the low entry price gives
an immediate unrealized gain and more future upside.
Applicants will also receive three free listed options for
every two new shares, exerciseable at 8 cents by 31 De-
cember 2014, which could sweeten any gains even
more.

“The tragic pipeline rupture accident at Jiangsu in
late 2012, and subsequent withdrawal of the proposed
investment of $66 million by East China Mineral Ex-
ploration & Development Bureau caused a significant
financial and operational setback,” said Galaxy. “It
placed a significant burden on our working capital posi-
tion, and we now require an injection of new equity dur-
ing this production ramp up phase.”

“If shareholders do not support the Entitlement Of-
fer, we will unlikely be able to achieve our plans to be-
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come cash flow positive. Ultimately, it will call into
question the ability of the Company to continue.”

The company says it is on the verge of being opera-
tionally cash flow positive. The Jiangsu Plant is on
schedule to become operationally cash flow positive by
Q3 2013, subject to sales and the ramp up to full pro-
duction.

“The Jiangsu Plant is now producing at 60 per cent
design capacity and daily production rates and sales of
lithium carbonate continue to increase month by
month. The company’s budget scenario is to achieve an
operational EBITDA in 2014 of $20 million to $30 mil-
lion and to potentially increase further in future years as
the product mix changes to higher value EV grade
product.”

At 6o per cent output average daily production in
April was 28 tonnes, April sales were 575 tonnes for
revenue of $3.5 million, and April operating costs were
$2.5 million.

Meanwhile, Galaxy has short term loans of $117
million; and convertible bonds on issue for $62 million
subject to investor put options in November 2013
where the holder has a right to require Galaxy to repay
their face value.

Galaxy said it is working on options to term out its
debt maturity profile and restructure the convertible
bonds. Longer tenor financing will give it time to fur-
ther establish its business and match liabilities to cash
flow.

Successful completion of the entitlement offer will
allow Galaxy to reduce its gearing levels, refinance
debt and restructure its balance sheet.

Patersons Securities is lead manager for the entitle-
ment offer, and Deutsche Bank is corporate adviser
leading cost reduction initiatives, rescheduling of debt

and non core asset sales to reduce leverage. Corporate
costs will be reduced from $17.6 million in 2012 to
$12.2 million in 2013. Another $4.3 million reduction
over the next 12 months should bring them to around
$7.9 million.

The managing director and directors will have a sal-
ary cut of 20 per cent, and executive management a 10
to 15 per cent cut.

Galaxy’s shares will remain in voluntary suspension
until the capital raising and balance sheet restructure
are complete.

Galaxy has come so far in building its lithium busi-
ness and is so close to being a producer and cash flow
positive that it would be a shame for it to fail now. The
low offer price shows the directors think the same and
are serious about raising the capital.

The strategy has share price risk, but lots of potential
upside if it works. (ASX: GXY)

Looming Profit for Carbon
Polymers

Bluenergy Group Pty Ltd, which Carbon Polymers
is to acquire, is acquiring land with development ap-
proval for a subdivision at Hookswood Road, Miles, in
Queensland.

The subdivision is 366 residential lots. 120 of the al-
lotments are pre-sold with a price range of $200,000 to
$220,000. The estimated development cost per lot is
$110,000. Bluenergy will undertake the construction
and share in 50 per cent of the profit in the land sales.

Bluenergy’s estimated share of the profit is $16.5
million over two years. This will add an estimated
$8.25 million to Carbon Polymers’ earnings for
2013-14, said chief executive, Andrew Howard.

The upcoming profitability is good news for Carbon
Polymers if the acquisition of Bluenergy proceeds, but
it will dwarf Carbon Polymers’ tyre recycling business,
which is its main environmentally positive activity.

Furthermore, Bluenergy is to develop additional
mining accommodation in Queensland. It has acquired
a caravan park in the town of Taroom in the Surat coal
basin. The caravan park has development approval for
another 65 permanent residences and associated infra-
structure. Construction is to commence immediately, it
said.

Bluenergy has an Accommodation Service Agree-
ment for the existing site for 32 weeks of accommoda-
tion pending completion of construction of the
permanent residences. The total profit on the acquisi-
tion and expansion of this accommodation site will de-
liver $3 million profit in 2013-14 to Bluenergy and to
Carbon Polymers if the Bluenergy acquisition is ap-
proved, said Mr Howard.

The development is in addition to two contracted
mining accommodation developments in Queensland
announced in April - a 621 person camp and a 100 per-
son camp.

Carbon Polymers said Bluenergy has an established
and profitable business and a long history of providing
major civil contracting works and quality remote and
modular building solutions throughout Australia.

Providing remote housing can be environmentally
positive if done properly. (ASX: CBP)

BioPlastics Capital Raising

Cardia Bioplastics is raising up to $500,000 via a
placement to professional and sophisticated investors at
0.25 cents per share. For every two new shares, sub-
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scribers receive a free option exerciseable at 0.35 cents
and expiring in 12 months. The funds are for working
capital.

Dr John Scheirs has resigned as a director of Cardia
due to other work commitments. The company said he
provided great service to Cardia for a number of years.

A research team at the University of Sydney has
commenced a project to design a process for creating
purified biodegradable, renewable and CO2 based
polypropylene carbonate (PPC) polymers.

The project aims to minimize reliance on fossil fuels
and address problems with the commercial production
of sustainable bio plastics PPC starch, said team leader
associate professor Fariba Dehghani. The team is de-
veloping large scale solvent free technologies that re-
duce the levels of zinc in the PPC manufacturing
process.

The project has been funded by the Australian Re-
search Council and Cardia Bioplastics through its sub-
sidiary CO2Startch Pty Ltd, which has
commercialization rights to the PPC process.

The clean technology will make it possible to pro-
duce environmentally friendly plastics utilizing waste
CO2. “Converting captured CO2 into products such as
chemicals, plastics or other commodities is pivotal in
our attempts to reduce the need for volatile organic
compounds (VOCS),” says professor Dehghani.

The synthetic polymer can also be used as an alter-
native for a range of biomedical applications such as
musculoskeletal tissue engineering and drug delivery.
The cost effective and biomimetic product could be
used to treat many bone diseases such as osteoporosis
and musculoskeletal injuries that affect over 3.8 million
Australians. (ASX: CBP)

No Takeover for WestSide
Corporation

PetroChina International Investment Company has
decided not to make a takeover bid for WestSide Cor-
poration, a move that has seen WestSide’s share price
fall to an all time low of 16 cents.

The until now unnamed PetroChina submitted its
non binding proposal last November, dangling what
now looks to be a very impressive indicative price of 52
cents per share.

PetroChina advised WestSide it decided to with-
draw from negotiations “because the general situation
in Australia has changed so much”.

WestSide’s executive chairman Angus Karoll said
the board was disappointed, given the level of coopera-
tion given to PetroChina over several months, includ-
ing the amount of management time invested and the
patience of the company’s shareholders.

“Importantly, I believe the bidder had a positive
view on the quality and value of the company’s core
Meridian SeamGas asset,” said Mr Karoll.

The options available to WestSide, a number of
which remain under active consideration, include long
term gas sale agreements, joint ventures, and the sale of
100 per cent of the shares in the company.

Mr Karoll said other strategic parties are continuing
their due diligence with the objective of developing
proposals but there is no certainty an acceptable offer
will eventuate.

Among these is LNG Ltd which is a partner of Pet-
roChina and said it is disappointed that the takeover by
PetroChina will not proceed, but that it “now intends to
pursue the option of gas supply directly from Westside
due to the location and quality of their resource.”

Mr Karoll said “WestSide will intensify its focus on
several valuable commercial opportunities available to
the company as an emerging independent gas producer
in Australia’s burgeoning energy market, while due
diligence by other parties continues.”

He said that over the last 12 months the company
has observed increasing shortages of gas for
Queensland’s liquefied natural gas projects and to sat-
isfy domestic gas demand. Recently completed gas sale
agreements by other parties and proposals received by
the company indicate a material firming in gas prices
over the last six months. (ASX: WCL)

New CEO at RedFlow

Battery maker RedFlow has appointed a new chief
executive, promoting chief financial officer Stuart
Smith to the role and appointing him as a director.

He replaced Chris Winter, who has resumed his role
as chief technology officer. Mr Winter is a large found-
ing shareholder and remains a director.

During the past 12 months the company has pro-
gressed to the point where it is now ready to move to a
more commercial footing, said chairman, Howard
Stack.

“Chris has played an important role over the past 12
months after it went through a substantial downsizing
last year. Stuart has been with the company for six
months and has already made a valuable contribution.”

Mr Smith has previously been the CEO of a listed
company and was successful in restructuring and re-
turning it to profitability.

RedFlow is looking for cornerstone or strategic in-
vestors. (ASX: RFX)
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New Electric Scooters for China

Following nine months of development, Vmoto has
launched six new models of electric scooters in China.
The new models are updated versions of the company’s
E Max classic 80S and 120S electric scooters and
newly developed electric models designed and costed
for the Chinese market.

Vmoto anticipates that sales of these models will
have a positive impact in the current financial year, and
compensate for the slower sales of the existing E Max
models due to the inclement winter in Europe. (ASX:
VMT)

Capital and Solar Thermal
Products for Green Invest

Green Invest is adding solar thermal products to its
US product range, and has secured additional debt capi-
tal.

The company has received a $1 million unsecured
debt facility for 12 months at 9 per cent interest. It needs
shareholder approval to allow the majority of the facil-
ity to be converted to an up to 19.9 per cent equity inter-
est.

Further to its announcement in December 2012,
Green Invest has received approval for its $5.8 million
funding proposal from an overseas lender introduced
by its advisor, Domain Capital. The funding proposal is
a mixture of debt, equity and a convertible debenture.

It will be used to acquire the Ecofish property and
assets in Queensland, re commission and expand the
property to establish 350 tonne fish growing facility,
and acquire RAD technology, said chairman Peter
McCoy.

Green Invest’s Green Plumbers USA (GPUSA) is
expanding its product range to include energy savings
products as part of an agreement with the US’ largest
solar thermal manufacturer, Alternate Energy Tech-
nologies LLC (AET).

The companies aim to form a strategic partnership
to increase the awareness and adoption of solar thermal
water heating solutions via the GPUSA network and the
AET product suite supply chain. Green Invest said the
energy saving products will become an important part
of the GPUSA business.

AET is based in Florida and provides residential
systems and turnkey commercial solar water heating
solutions. AET and its affiliates have been in business

since 1975 and Green Invest said it is the leader in the
solar thermal industry with comprehensive training,
technical support, commercial system sizing, engineer-
ing and design.

Under the partnership, AET will use GPUSA rec-
ommended Green Plumber Contractors when possible,
and offer its product suite on the GPUSA online store to
all licensed Green Plumbers at a competitive dealer
price.

AET products, with approval from Niagara Conser-
vation Corporation, will be included in an expanded
product suite for the Green Cities Program.

AET and GPUSA will develop a co-branded train-
ing program to support IAPMO, the trainer of Green
Plumbers in the US, Canada and India.

Initial pilot projects in Louisiana and California
have been identified and will commence shortly, said
Mr McCoy.

The move with AET is positive and has potential,
but Green Invest has been developing the US market
for some time and it now needs to get some serious
revenue through the door. (ASX: GNV)

Aquaculture Recapitalization

Cell Aquaculture, whose shares have been sus-
pended since 2012, is asking shareholders to vote on a
recapitalization proposal.

This includes a one for 10 share consolidation, a re-
duction in capital, the issue of 100 million new shares at
0.5 cents to raise $500,000, a prospectus to raise $2.5
million at 1 cent per share, and three new directors.
(ASX: CAQ)
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Cleaner Structure at Pacific
Environment

The restructure of consultant Pacific Environment
has seen the company emerge with four business units:
Consulting, Technologies, Monitoring and Toxicology.

Consulting has three key areas: air quality including
dust and odour, carbon and climate, and acoustics.

Technologies is described as an emerging division
specializing in technologies to improve industrial oper-
ating efficiencies, ensure regulatory compliance for
health and amenity, and manage environmental report-
ing.

Revenue is active through three to five year annuity
contracts. The company said it is well placed to grow
further in Australia and then through export.

Monitoring specializes in emissions from industrial
stacks, ambient monitoring for mining and industry,
and measuring emissions as required by regulation.

There has been growth in ambient air quality moni-
toring in response to industry demand and commercial
opportunities, and a new Brisbane facility in 2012.

Toxicology assesses human health risks, ecological
chemical exposure risks, and chemical registration. The
Toxikos business unit has undergone a complete re-
build in the past six months, said the company, includ-
ing a new leader, and is back on a sound commercial
basis and expanding quickly.

Pacific Environment has 75 people and offices in all
mainland capital cities. (ASX: PEH)

More Distribution for Fuel Cells

Ceramic Fuel Cells has entered a distribution part-
nership with Novogaz SA, a subsidiary of Holdigaz
Group, that will see the partners join forces to distribute

BlueGens to the growing market for micro CHPs in the
French speaking part of Switzerland.

The move builds on the cooperation between the
partners that started in 2010 when BlueGen units and
integrated systems were installed in a field test.

Pascal Favre, director of Novogaz SA, said “We are
confident that the BlueGen will prove to be an attrac-
tive value proposition for our clients and help us to
quickly identify buyers.”

The Swiss market is known for its high environ-
mental awareness and the strong interest in innovative
solutions for clean energy generation. There is also sub-
stantial need for non central solutions in electricity gen-
eration, said the partners. (ASX: CFU)

Refinancing for Po Valley Energy

Po Valley Energy has refinanced a Euro 20 million
Reserve Based Lending (RBL) facility with the London
branch of South African bank Nedbank Group Ltd, and
has been granted a new gas exploration licence.

The new five year facility replaces a facility with
Lloyds Bank which was to mature in November and has
a current drawn balance of Euro 4 million.

Managing director Giovanni Catalano said “Fund-
ing under the Lloyds facility enabled PVE to transform
from an exploration company to a production company.
The new Nedbank facility allows us to fund the next
stage of the company’s growth opportunities which in-
clude two final production concession grants (one im-
minent), the development of our first offshore permit
and other projects in the company’s pipeline.”

The new six year exporation licence, “Tozzona”,
covers about 90 square kilometres in Emilia-Romagna
in the provinces of Bologna and Ravenna.

It is along the eastern border of the existing ENI gas
production licence containing the Santerno gas field
that has produced circa 35 billion cubic feet gas so far.
(ASX: PVE)

Share Consolidation Complete

Style has completed its 1 for 100 share consolida-
tion following approval by shareholders. As part of its
recapitalization, 530 million shares have been issued at
various prices, raising $2.5 million.

Peter Hutchinson and Marcello Cardaci have joined
the board with Mr Hutchinson as executive chairman
and Mr Cardaci as a non executive director.

Peter Hutchinson has been managing director and
then executive chairman of ASX listed Forge Group.
Mr Cardaci is a partner in Gilbert + Tobin’s Corporate
Advisory group advising on corporate and commercial
matters including public and private equity fund rais-
ings and public and private mergers, acquisitions and
divestment.

Charles Abbott and Anthony McIntosh have re-
signed from the board. (ASX: SYP)

$0.9 Million for Intermoco

Utilities management provider, Intermoco has now
raised about $0.9 million from recent capital raising
initiatives that had an overall target of $1.5 million.

A rights issue raised $246,221 including from
directors but before subscription by major shareholder,
Copulos Group. It also raised $400,000 through a
placement and $250,000 through a convertible note

Managing director, Tim Hunt Smith said Intermoco
is in discussions with the Copulos Group and other so-
phisticated investors about placing $604,000 from the
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rights issue shortfall, and/or an alternative funding fa-
cility. This includes completing the balance of the
placement mandate referred to in the ASX announce-
ment on 28 February this year.

Ian Kiddle has resigned as a director of Intermoco,
but remains as a senior executive, expanding the pipe-
line of sales opportunities for the company’s embedded
networks business. (ASX: INT)

Nanosonics Probe Works

The first study to assess the use of Nanosonics’ Tro-
phon EPR in an Australian clinical setting has given the
unit a 100 per cent strike rate for eliminating bacteria
that can remain on ultrasound probe handles that un-
dergo manual reprocessing, said chief executive, Dr
Ron Weinberger.

The study was by Dr Andrew Ngu, president elect of

the International Society of Ultrasound in Obstetrics
and Gynecology (ISUOG) and senior obstetrician and
gynecologist at the East Melbourne Ultrasound Clinic.

While 96 per cent of swab samples collected from
51 manually decontaminated probes showed signs of
bacteria on the handle after the disinfection process,
there were no signs of bacterial contamination from
swabs taken from the handles of 42 probes decontami-
nated using the Trophon EPR unit.

A major factor in the manually decontaminated
probes was manufacturer advice preventing the probes
from being fully submerged in liquid disinfectant. “The
inability to fully submerge these probes in the liquid
disinfectant creates a safe haven for bacteria on the han-
dle,” said Dr Ngu. The study calls for stricter disinfec-
tion standards.

As well as better performance, Nanosonics’ system
is also more environmentally
friendly as it does not use toxic
chemicals and has only non toxic
by products of water and oxygen.
(ASX: NAN)

Successful Capital
Raising

Clean Seas Tuna has com-
pleted its recent entitlement issue
by placing the remaining shortfall
shares, raising another $602,253
from investors introduced by
Patersons Securities. The issue is
now fully subscribed and raised a
total of $3,607,907. (ASX: CSS)

Dyesol Share Price Quintuples

Dyesol’s share price quadrupled from 11.5 cents to
48.5 cents on news that it has achieved solid state dye
solar cell efficiency of 11.3 per cent at full sun.

Two weeks later it announced that its technology
has exceeded an international photovoltaic industry
standard test for long term durability by 400 per cent,
and its share price leapt again to 57 cents. The shares
quintupled during May, and volume was very high.

In 2010, solid state DSC performance was only 5 per
cent, significantly behind the performance of liquid
based systems. Dyesol said the efficiency achievement
was a “game changer”, and comes as the technology
transitions from liquid based to solid state systems to
meet the demands of product life and mass manufac-
ture.

Within a week of the efficiency announcement and
the share price leap, Dyesol offered a share purchase
plan at 16.6 cents per share to raise up to $2 million.

“The variation in technology, known as mesoscopic
solar cells, meets the technical challenges of mass
manufacturing Building Integrated Photovoltaic
(BIPV) products and will allow Dyesol and its multi na-
tional commercialization partners to confidently ad-
dress the multi billion dollar global market,” it said.

The improvement came through the work of Dyesol
scientist Dr Peng Qin at the École Polytechnique Fédé-
rale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Switzerland.

Dyesol said it is also confident of achieving indus-
trial efficiencies greater than 10 per cent because of the
simplicity of working with solid state systems. “At this
level of module performance the technology will be
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grid competitive - the ”holy grail" for renewable energy
technologies," it said.

The technology will suit solar markets where light
conditions are sub optimal, such as Europe, North
America and North East Asia, where Dyesol’s technol-
ogy has advantages over first and second generation
photovoltaics.

Chairman Richard Caldwell said “The business case
for solar remains compelling; however there is every
reason to question which technologies will emerge
from the current solar industry maelstrom as winners.
Today’s announcement represents a quantum leap for
Dyesol and its commercialization partners and we look
forward to a rapid transition from the laboratory to the
production line.”

Dyesol and its partner, EPFL, are confident of an-
nouncing further improvements in solid state perform-
ance in the near term. They say solid state performance
is expected to outperform all known and published liq-

uid based efficiencies.
The long term durability tests included stability at a

constant temperature of 85°C for over 1,000 hours.
Dyesol’s chief scientist, Dr Hans Desilvestro, said

Dyesol’s industrially scalable dye solar cell materials
and the material set maintained over 90 per cent of ini-
tial performance after an extremely stressful test of
5,000 hours at a constant temperature of 85°C.

It exceeded the time required under one of the most
stringent IEC durability tests by 400 per cent. (ASX:
DYE)

Eden Energy Sells UK Gas Assets

Eden Energy is to sell its entire UK coal seam meth-
ane and shale gas portfolio for £10.061 million. Pay-
ment is cash of £750,000 and the balance is shares in the
unlisted UK public company Shale Energy PLC.

The sale assets are Eden’s 50 per cent joint venture

interests in 17 Petroleum and Development Licences
(PEDLs) in England and South Wales and its 100 per
cent interest in three PEDLs in South Wales.

The deal is conditional, including Shale Energy
completing a capital raising of £5 million as a pre intro-
duction to listing on London’s AIM.

If the sale proceeds, the cash will be handy as Eden
had only $734,000 at the end of March. It will also
make Eden a more focused company commercializing
its Optiblend Dual Fuel and Pyrolysis Project Carbon
Nanotubes technologies. (ASX: EDE)

New MD for Enerji

Enerji has appointed Colin Stonehouse as managing
director and chief executive officer following the resig-
nation of Greg Pennefather from both roles.

Mr Pennefather is the founder and developer of En-
erji’s Waste Heat to Power Systems (WHPS), and will
continue with Enerji as a consultant.

Mr Stonehouse has been the principal of Ames As-
sociates since 2008 specializing in power project devel-
opment, feasibility, design and commercialization. He
provides advice and helps implement strategy, govern-
ance, due diligence, performance modeling and com-
pliance for power infrastructure owners, buyers and
lenders. This includes power procurement, negotiation,
commercial arrangements, policy, regulation, pricing
and analysis of electricity markets.

The resignation and new appointment will be effec-
tive from the formal commissioning of Enerji’s WHPS
at Horizon Power’s Carnarvon Power Station, expected
mid June.

“These arrangements have occurred as part of suc-
cession planning by the board, with Greg’s participa-
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tion, over the past 12 months,” said Enerji chairman,
Ian Campbell.

Enerji has identified a need for a smaller version of
the Opcon Powerbox that would suit smaller power
generators in regional and rural areas. The company
said it has had to decline a number of potential custom-
ers due to power stations being smaller than could jus-
tify a current size Opcon Powerbox.

“To progress this market, Enerji expects to lodge
product R&D grant applications for the smaller Opcon
Powerbox suitable for 1-2 MW power stations and most
likely to be lodged with the Clean Technology Innova-
tion Program,” it said.

Meanwhile, the company needs capital and at the
annual general meeting sought shareholder approval to
issue new shares to raise up to $3 million in new equity.
The company has a number of offers of debt financing
contingent on the commissioning of the unit at Carnar-
von and the quality of future power purchase agree-
ments. (ASX: ERJ)

Capital Raising for Algae.Tec

Algae.Tec has raised $1 million through a place-
ment to corporate investors at 22 cents per share. It is
also offering a share purchase plan at the same price.

However, the shares are currently trading at around
20 cents so it will be interesting to see the take up rate.

Algae.Tec needs cash because at 31 December it
had cash of $488,913 and current assets of $2.2 million,
but its half year loss was $3.4 million. A question for in-
vestors is how long the new funds will last before it
needs to raise more.

The funds are to increase personnel to commercial-
ize its technology, complete the validation of its tech-

nology at its demonstration plant at Nowra in NSW,
and repay and terminate the convertible note arrange-
ment with La Jolla Cove Investors. (ASX: AEB)

Geothermal Capital Raising for
Raya Group

Fresh from its name change from Panax Geother-
mal, Raya Group has offered its promised share pur-
chase plan to raise up to $2.9 million at 1 cent per share.

Participating shareholders also receive one for one
listed options with a strike price of 1.5 cents and a three
year life.

Melbourne Capital will use best endeavors to place
up to $1.5 million of any shortfall with sophisticated
and institutional investors. It will be entitled to a 6 per
cent fee for all amounts it subscribes for. In addition, it
will receive up to 20 million shares at an issue price of
0.1 cent each, and up to 20 million options on a pro rata
basis for a performance based amount up to $1 million.

Long suffering shareholders will no doubt hope that
a successful capital raising will allow Raya to put its
ongoing lack of capital behind it and concentrate on de-
veloping at least one of its projects. (ASX: RYG)

Milestone Payment for Red Sky

Red Sky Energy said the renewal of coal seam gas
exploration permit PEL 457 has been approved by the
NSW Government; and the company will receive $1
million from ERM Power. Red Sky retains a 20 per cent
interest in the permit.

Late last year Red Sky completed a transaction with
ERM Gas to develop Red Sky’s highly prospective on
shore gas projects in the Clarence Moreton Basin. ERM
Gas will make payments to Red Sky of up to $2.7 mil-

lion on the achievement of milestones, and will fund the
drilling of a minimum of four and up to six wells in per-
mits PEL 479 and 457 at the Clarence Moreton Basin
project.

The $1 million is very handy for Red Sky as it had
cash of only $806,000 at 31 March and is developing a
solar energy project at Dubbo. (ASX: ROG)

Solar Tower Progress for
EnviroMission

EnviroMission is granting Texas based Apollo De-
velopment, LLC the exclusive right to develop Solar
Tower power stations in Texas.

In consideration for the development right, Enviro-
Mission will receive equity in Apollo, a non refundable
US$2 million development fee, of which US$400,000
has been received, and an annual royalty and technol-
ogy fee from future Solar Tower developments.

It was previously announced EnviroMission would
receive a 20 per cent free carried stake in Apollo that
could be diluted to 10 per cent, but this has been renego-
tiated to not fall below 15 per cent.

“The 5 per cent increase in the non diluting free car-
ried equity threshold to 15 per cent stands to deliver 50
per cent greater value to EnviroMission shareholders,”
said Roger Davey, executive chairman and EnviroMis-
sion founder.

EnviroMission will have two seats on the Apollo
board, one of which will be taken up by Mr Davey.

“Apollo is planning to develop multiple Solar
Tower power stations to benefit from the economy of
scale of an integrated construction timetable and has
planned initial siting studies for the high solar radiation
regions of El Paso, Laredo and the Permian Basin,” said
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Mr Davey.
Apollo is confident the capital cost and power pro-

file of the Solar Tower technology will deliver a highly
competitive first to market renewable energy opportu-
nity to replace the current raft of carbon based power
plants being retired for economic and environmental
reasons in Texas, he said.

The news is also positive for EnviroMission as the
non refundable US$2 million development fee will ease
the company’s constant capital shortage. (ASX: EVM)

LNG Ltd Looks at WestSide for
Gas

LNG Ltd said it is disappointed that its partner Pet-
roChina will not proceed with a takeover of coal seam
gas producer, WestSide Corporation, but that it “now
intends to pursue the option of gas supply directly from
WestSide due to the location and quality of their re-
source.”

LNG is developing an LNG export plant in
Queensland and needs more gas for the project

Managing director, Maurice Brand, said the failure
of the takeover to proceed “is an unexpected develop-
ment, particularly given the lengthy period of the due
diligence process and negotiations in respect of the
WestSside acquisition.

“We remain firmly of the view that the LNG Project
provides a lower cost alternative to other LNG projects
in Australia and an opportunity for gas suppliers, with
uncommitted gas resources, to access higher interna-
tional gas prices. We will be using all endeavours to se-
cure such gas resources for the LNG Project.” (ASX:
LNG).
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Algae Oil is Liquid Solar Energy

A study of the algae energy sector says this new in-
dustry has the scope to make Australia 100 per cent
self-sufficient in transport fuels and food, forever.

Yet Australia depends critically on imported fuels
for its food security and economy, and has only 23 days
worth of liquid transport fuels in reserve.

The author, well known science writer, Julian Cribb,
said his aim is to stimulate public discussion about the
scope for an algal biofuels, feed and industrial products
industry, a much-expanded aquaculture industry and
urban agriculture in Australia.

The report says “Australia’s endowment of sunlight
makes it one of the world’s’ richest oil provinces of the
21st Century. It can generate an estimated $50 billion in
new revenue and create over 50,000 new jobs, mainly
in regional Australia.”

To capture these benefits “Australia needs an accel-
erated national R&D effort into algae culture and algal
biofuels, coupled with a national investment plan to
capture this opportunity.”

The study looks at algae as a feedstock, saying it is
the most productive source of ‘fresh’ oil. It produces
over 100 times more oil than land plants such as canola,
sunflowers or soybeans because it does not need to di-
vert energy to roots, stems, flowers, seeds and leaves.

“Yields of oil from different types of wild algae
range from 28-77 per cent. Unlike our food crops, these
algae have not yet been improved or specially bred for
high production, so scope for future yield gains is large.
Also, with 72,500 known algae species to choose from
worldwide, scope for selecting the most productive and

suitable types is also very large.”
Interestingly, it says every car, truck, ship,

plane and train in Australia could be run from
fuel grown from an area of 600,000 hectares
or 6,000 square kilometres, which is the size
of a large sheep station.

There are many other economic benefits as
most things that can be made from petroleum
can be made from algal oil, such as diesel,
avgas and jet fuel, petrol, marine diesel, high-
performance fuels, lubricants, methane, hy-
drogen and industrial chemicals.

As many of these products are now im-
ported, there is huge scope for import replace-
ment.

“Algal oil and carbohydrate byproducts in-
clude plastics, synthetic and natural textiles
and paper, which are also largely imported
into Australia.

“Biodegradable plastics made from algae can poten-
tially replace the 100 million tonnes of petro-plastics
produced worldwide each year and now posing one of
humanity’s biggest waste disposal problems and global
environmental threats,” it says.

Algae can be used as a food for livestock and fish,
and could lead to exponential growth in aquaculture.

Algae are a neutral part of the natural carbon cycle,
using carbon from the atmosphere, unlike fossil fuels
which add to the carbon in the cycle. “If Australia were
to replace all its fossil transport fuels with algal biofu-
els, it would reduce national greenhouse emissions by
15-20 per cent,” says the study.

Algae farming can also help green cities by cleaning
up organic wastes from food, industry, homes, gardens,
sewage systems and urban stormwater.

The study lists nine local algae companies, includ-
ing the listed Algae.Tec.

Recommendations include that banks and superan-
nuation funds form a fund for investment in an algal fu-
els industry to ensure high local ownership; a national
Algae R&D Corporation that matches industry invest-
ment with public investment to fast-track research; that
the States identify suitable land and sea areas for large-
scale algae farms; and rural industry training and edu-
cation to ensure the availability of a skilled workforce
with a bent for sustainable high technology.

The discussion paper is at www. Futuredirec-
tions.org.au/files/FDI_Associate_Paper_-_21_May_
2013.pdf
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Global Trends Mean Cleantech
Will Win

This is the edited welcome speech by Victor Bivell at

Eco Innovation Forum 2013.

Good morning ladies and gentlemen. On behalf of
Eco Investor Media, I welcome all of you here for our
fourth annual Eco Innovation Forum.

Firstly, thank you to our sponsor, AusIndustry. At
the moment sponsorship dollars are hard to get every-
where, so their support is appreciated.

Thank you to our speakers. Putting the program to-
gether is a pleasure, and once again I’m very proud of
the calibre of our speakers and their excellent presenta-
tions.

Thank you also to all our delegates. As in previous
years, many of you have come from around Australia
including country NSW, ACT, Victoria, Queensland,
and South Australia. A special welcome to our interna-
tional delegates from Papua New Guinea.

You, our delegates, are the most important people
here. You’re the ones with the ideas and the technolo-
gies. Our sponsor, our speakers, and we as organizers,
we all want you to succeed. We want you achieve your
goals, to commercialize your innovation, to grow your
business, to make your investors happy, and to contrib-
ute to the economy.

Success is the prize, and the people who can help
you reach it are the speakers. But before we move onto
them, I’ll just finish my welcome with an observation.
Something that I think is positive.

We know the last few years have been hard for envi-
ronmental innovators looking for capital. And if the
opinion polls are correct and the Coalition wins the
election in September, it may get harder - if they do as
they say, and end the carbon price, close the Clean En-
ergy Finance Corporation, and possibly cut back or end
other environmental programs.

Whether we like it or not, cleantech is political.
Cleantech is often compared with info tech and biotech,
but a crucial difference is that cleantech is much more
political. That’s because the vested interests are bigger
and there are more of them.

If we look at IT and political controversy, there’s the
National Broadband Network, regional communica-
tions, and sometimes Telstra. In biotech, no one is

against new medicines. If a disruptive technology
comes along, big vested interests usually just buy it,
and that’s seen as a good exit.

Cleantech, and especially clean energy, is more
complex. It operates right across the economy, so it can
threaten many more interests. Some of these are the
biggest companies in Australia and the world, and have
massive investments in infrastructure and manufactur-
ing capacity.

Some of these vested interests seem to think it is in
their financial interest to be technology luddites, and
they can turn their supporters in parliament, if not
whole parties, into political luddites.

For the cleantech sector, this means Government
policies can be crucial to success or failure, and how
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long it takes to reach either. As a sector, we have to
keep lobbying for bipartisan support for environmental
innovation and commercialization.

We have to convince more policy makers that look-
ing after the health of the planet is important, we have to
keep showing them why, and win that debate.

So we have some short term challenges. But - and
this is the positive bit - cleantech will win. The world-
wide momentum behind innovation is unstoppable. En-
vironmental innovation is part of that, so it will win.
The only question is how long it takes.

I’ll finish with these examples of financial innova-
tion.

When I started the Australian Venture Capital Jour-
nal 21 years ago, venture capital in Australia had al-
ready been pronounced dead. Even the name “venture
capital” was poison among investors.

Half the industry wanted to call it “development
capital” and the other half, myself included, insisted on
“venture capital”. Fortunately the Americans did too.

Within a few years, the formal venture capital indus-
try had come back from the dead, and caught the tech
boom of the late 90s. We know it’s not thriving at the
moment but, thanks to the government, it’s alive and
has a chance to catch the next wave. Perhaps a bit of re-
invention from the industry would speed that up.

Business angel services started in Australia in the
late 80s and early 90s, and one of those pioneers, Chris-
tine Kaine, will speak a little later. In those days I
seemed to write a lot of stories about business angel
services that came and went. But these days the sector is
doing well and angel investor groups are around the
country and are a bright spot on the innovation capital
landscape.

Another financial innovation is specialized stock

exchanges. After the disastrous second board on the
ASX in the 1980s, who would have thought that we
would now have the National Stock Exchange, the Aus-
tralian Small Scale Offerings Board, and even the first
specialized cleantech exchange. The founder of the
SIM Venture Securities Exchange, Ann Bowering, will
also speak a bit later.

Last year one of our speakers was the founder of
Australia’s first cleantech accelerator, Ignition Labs.

The latest financial innovation to emerge is crowd
funding. Crowd funding is a fantastic example of how
things can turn out exactly opposite to what the experts
think will happen.

30 years ago, and even today, it was thought the fu-
ture for venture capital was in a small number of large
institutions investing in a small number of exclusive
wholesale funds managed by professionals. Savour the
irony, because crowd funding is the exact opposite. A
multitude of everyday people donating a small amount
of money to something they believe in.

The author of Australia’s first book on crowd fund-
ing, Anna Maguire, will speak this afternoon. Crowd
funding is growing rapidly, and its interested in clean-
tech.

Let’s not forget it was everyday people, retail inves-
tors, who started the biggest venture capital market in
Australia, the ASX.

The big news is that stock exchanges around the
world are going up, and so is the ASX. The All Ordinar-
ies is 25 per cent higher than it was at last year’s Forum.
If it is true that stock exchanges are forward indicators,
this could lead to investors regaining their appetite for
risk capital. We’ll know they have when the IPO win-
dow re-opens.

So, driven by world wide technology innovation,
world wide financial innovation, and worldwide rising
stock markets, the medium and long term outlook for
environmental innovation is very positive.
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Keep Business Plans Light and
Honest

By Gordon Pender

Founder

Gordon Pender & Co

This is the text of Mr Pender’s presentation at Eco

Innovation Forum 2013.

Introduction

I have worked with many good entrepreneurs over
30 years, though none of the flashy ones. My clients
have developed new products, expanded or created
good businesses, generated new jobs and real wealth
for investors, their communities and themselves.

I might embarrass our host and my friend of 30 years
by saying that Victor is one such - a smart, serial entre-
preneur; a clever and very hard worker, a good busi-
nessman; and a friend and helper to many in this
industry, including me.

Eco examples

Victor suggested I might relate some “war stories”
about my experience in raising capital, with emphasis
on some “eco” or “green” projects.

I have walked both sides of the street: I have pre-
pared many investment proposals, and I have also re-
viewed proposals for investment managers and
government agencies.

I worked as a contract investment manager for Aus-
tralian Ethical Investments. Some proposals we re-
ceived practically demanded that we should invest
because of their “green” credentials. I subjected them to
rigorous financial scrutiny and, sadly, many did not

match up. I became known as “the head kicker for the
tree huggers”.

For one such proposal the business plan landed
heavily on my desk. It was more than 100 pages - pre-
pared by two leading Australian firms - one legal and
one accounting. Hidden in the detail were success fees
of $160,000 - but they were not included in the financial
projections or the text. I think that’s just dishonest.

Their text included a patronising explanation of the
use of a discount rate to arrive at a valuation. But they
used the cost of capital for a large established utility and
applied it to a start-up. That’s incompetent, as well as
disparaging. The discount rate for a new venture is
much higher, and its valuation is correspondingly
lower.

When the CEO rang me I said words to the effect
that “I don’t have enough professional indemnity insur-
ance to tell you what I think of your proposal.”

I also negotiated, for Australian Ethical, an invest-
ment in a waste handling facility for a Tasmanian coun-
cil. We eventually agreed upon a three-tiered structure
with equity and loans that corresponded to the risks and
returns as we saw them then. And it worked!

More recently I prepared a feasibility study for the
production of bio-diesel from canola in the WA wheat-
belt, for a consortium of local councils.

We calculated the cost of the bio-fuel at $1.67 a litre.
Using risk analysis that I’ll discuss later, it had a distri-
bution around that number of about ±24%, though
skewed as always. A local mining company using thou-
sands of litres a year was a potential investor. But at that
time they could buy diesel, after government subsidies,
for $1.20 a litre. The answer was simple - the project
was just not commercially viable.

In preparing that report we looked at prospectuses

for several bio-diesel companies. Most were based on
imported palm oil - a product whose creation is destruc-
tive of Asia’s natural environment and habitat, and re-
pugnant in my view.

They claimed a selling price of 95 cents a litre,
against our production cost of $1.67. Their offers were
riddled with inaccuracies, poor assumptions and
frankly misleading assertions. No wonder such projects
are regarded as high risk.

I did some work on processing fish waste for the
Sydney Fish Market, having previously worked on a
similar project south of Hobart that processes all the
waste from the salmon industry.

I was trained as an industrial chemist - my daughter
says my degree should now be in the history of chemis-
try - so I understood this elegant process. It simply adds
acid to all the fish waste and converts it by enzymatic
hydrolysis, at room temperature, into a lovely
nitrogen-rich sludge.

We calculated the processing cost at between 8
cents and 12 cents a litre, depending on volume. That’s
less than transporting it to some pongy old rendering
plant.

But we needed a market for the product. We con-
tacted a major fertiliser company. But the answer was
eventually “no” - as simple as that. So this elegant idea
went nowhere.

So the reasons for a project not getting the support it
needs are not always tangible business reasons. Some-
times it is just not being in the right place at the right
time. I’ve been there quite a few times.

Business Planning

So let me now talk about business planning. I’ve
spent 30 years developing my approach.
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A business plan is just a budget with words. It may
be called a feasibility study, a business plan, informa-
tion memorandum or prospectus. It must also comply
with Corporations Law. My methodology is pretty
much the same, though the details vary a bit. For in-
stance my financial model for a feasibility study has an-
nual rests. It is sufficiently accurate to estimate annual
profitability - which basically means its financial vi-
ability.

By comparison, a business plan needs a more pre-
cise and detailed model with monthly rests - principally
for income and expenses, cash receipts and payments.
All are critical to the final outcome of the venture,
which is return on investment to both the owners and

new investors.
Its cash flow critically estimates the amount of fund-

ing you need, as I’ll discuss shortly.

Financial Models

My financial models are typically made up of six
linked worksheets.

* Assumptions
* Operations
* Capex and depreciation
* Loans - payments of interest and principal
* Financial projections
* Returns on investment
All the worksheets are carefully linked together.

That way you can change one assumption - such as
price - and the result flows through the whole model to
the “bottom line”.

In fact I have three bottom lines: profitability, cash
balance and returns on investment.

Now, when you’ve finished your lovely financial
model and business plan, the only thing you know is
that it’s wrong (just like the federal budget). I’ll talk
about “how wrong” it is shortly.

Here are my P&L projections [Figure 1] for a proj-
ect I planned, together with the actuals. Not very good -
you might think. Nor do I, and I am also an investor in
that project.

The financial model also estimates the cash flow
and cash balance for the project - both before and after
investment. Here’s an example. [Figure 2]

The pre-investment minimum cash balance is the
most important thing you will ever calculate. It esti-
mates how much investment you need. If you get it
wrong, it could ruin you.

Once your business is running, you can update it
with “actuals” every month, so you’ll always know
where you stand. That may be the most important piece
of information I can suggest to you today.

My models also estimate returns on investment -
split between the investors and the owners. The return
to the owner - that’s you - should be higher, because
your risk is higher But equally your expected return
should be reasonable and defensible. Here is an exam-
ple. [Figure 3]

Text of the Plan

The text of your plan should describe your project
and the results of your model. I’ll make just a few brief
points about the text - all about its presentation.
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* Your potential investor is interested in just two
things: how much money they might make; and how
much they could lose. Your plan needs to address their
concerns - not yours. Make it easy for them!

* They should be able to read it in one easy sitting.
* The Executive Summary is the prime marketing

tool for your plan. I believe it should just summarise the
plan, not be some multi-media extravaganza - but I’m
old-fashioned. Simple graphics are good.

* Jargon, technical or business-school-speak is best
avoided - weasel words like “synergy”? It just means
sharing costs. The most compelling text is good,
straightforward English.

* Don’t clog your presentation with details. Make
them available as appendices or attachments. A “due
diligence” file is good.

* Avoid confidentiality agreements - no-one will
sign them, and generally for good reason.

* Explain what your technology does, not how it
works.

* Write for your reader, not for you

Risk Analysis

Risk analysis is a subject close to my heart. In 1985 I
attended a seminar on risk analysis for venture capital
investment. My methodology today is still based on
that seminar. Back then, you needed to borrow the uni-
versity computer for half a day to do it; now my old
computer can do it while I have coffee.

“Risk” means the likely variation in expected re-
turns - it’s as simple as that. A financial model provides
a point estimate of various results, the “expected” out-
come. It is equally important to estimate the spread of
possible results.
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For example, the pre-tax return on investment from
a proposal might be 25% pa. But is it 25% ± 10% - in
which case we should all borrow money and line up to
invest with an expectation of at least a 15% return - or
is it 25% ± 125%? In the latter case a return of minus
100% is possible, meaning a total loss of investment if
the worst case were the outcome.

Here are distributions of the Internal Rate of Return
and equity needed for one of my projects.

It’s much better than using some arbitrary “contin-
gency factor” favoured by accountants. And multi-
variate probabilistic risk analysis (sorry for the jargon) -
combines all the major variables critical to your project.
Forget one or two factor sensitivity tables.

There are usually about five important factors for
risk analysis - typically volumes, prices, yields, costs
and maybe exchange rates.

Interest rates are rarely critical, in my experience,
though they can affect the converti-
ble instruments that many investors
so like. When Mr Keating sent in-
terest rates to 16%, I knew someone
paying 20% interest for so-called
“equity” in the 90s.

And let me say this. Good finan-
cial modelling and risk analysis are
more important for you - the entre-
preneur - than for your investor.
Rest assured that, if it does not go
according to plan, you may lose
your income, your assets, probably
your house, and maybe your rela-
tionships, before your investors
wear their loss.

Apart from walking both sides
of the street I have also walked
backwards down it, preparing plans
for insolvency firms for the turn-
around or sale of failed businesses.

Amid the euphoria, you must
also quietly consider the risk of fail-
ure.

Conclusion

In 1985 I was Executive Director of the Innovation
Centre of NSW. Let me conclude with some observa-
tions about the efforts over 30 years to commercialise
good Australian technology and innovation. There
have been some really good venture capitalists in Aus-
tralia in the last 30 years - and I stress really good.

But the industry also attracts the worst - whose in-
competence is matched only by their arrogance; and
some who don’t understand business management or
any of its functions. It is they who have stymied the
commercialisation of innovation in Australia.

New ventures also attract intermediaries and ticket
clippers - including me. Their fees can ruin a project - I
saw one success fee of 17.5%, with a minimum of
$100,000.

But I will not leave you on that sour note. I have de-
rived great pleasure from working with many people I
consider great Australian entrepreneurs - people who
created new products, new jobs and wealth for their
communities, for our economy, and themselves.

But success is just as dependent on commercial con-
siderations as on the technology of your innovation,
and maybe more.

Reduce the risk by doing these things just as well as
the way you develop your technology.

Do it well, do it rigorously well, do it exceptionally
well.

I wish you every success.

Gordon Pender is the author of Planning to Win.

See www.gordonpender.com/
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Eco-Innovation Delivers Returns

European Union investment in small and medium
sized enterprises with environmentally innovative tech-
nologies is producing above average returns, creating
jobs and alleviating environmental impacts, according
to a new report.

The performance of young SMEs funded over the
past two years under the eco-innovation component of
the EU’s Competitiveness and Innovation Program
(CIP) has been analyzed with impressive results - the
investment of EU eco-innovation funds shows a 20-
fold return: every euro invested has resulted in 20 euros
for its beneficiaries.

Furthermore each project supported has generated
eight permanent full-time jobs.

European Commissioner for the Environment Janez
Potocnik said “The new study demonstrates that good
business, job creation and environmental protection
can go together and generate widespread benefits. This
suggests that Europe has a strong niche in the green
business, a niche which can promote competitive,
resource-efficient and sustainable growth.”

The EU’s eco-innovation funding focuses on five
sectors: material recycling, water, sustainable building
products, green business, and the food and drink sector.
It does not cover pure energy efficiency.

Over 240 projects funded by the eco-innovation
scheme are underway. The projects were developed
primarily by small businesses with innovative concepts
that need early stage capital to realize their growth po-
tential.

Projects cover a wide range of activities such as us-

ing CO2 to produce Omega-3 fatty acid production
from algae, producing leather shoes that are free from
harmful chemicals, optimizing technology to re-use
bricks, and a new technique for making carpet.

The projects reveal substantial water savings of 170
million cubic metres, or the annual water consumption
of an EU city of 350,000 people. The reduced green-
house gas emissions are 11.6 million tonnes when they
include CO2 emissions from energy savings or equal to
the annual electricity use of 1.7 million EU homes. The
609,000 tonnes of reduced waste equals the annual
waste generation of an EU city of 125,000 people.

Converted into cash terms, the value of these envi-
ronmental savings is put at more than EUR 800 million
in five years, says the report.

In May the European Commission launched a new
call to select another 45 eco-innovative projects to
benefit from an investment budget of EUR 31.5 mil-
lion.

BioCube in India Deal

The BioCube Corporation has entered the Indian
market with a Memorandum of Understanding with
VayuGrid Marketplace Service Ltd of Bangalore that
will see the companies jointly develop business in In-
dia.

The BioCube Corporation has developed a compact,
transportable and affordable biodiesel processor called
the BioCube. It can processing over 250 litres per hour
of high quality biodiesel from a variety of feedstock,
giving users their own green fuel station to power any
modern diesel engine.

VayuGrid is a for-profit social enterprise that cre-
ates and manages biofuel supply chain clusters with ru-
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ral communities, governments and industry. It has
intellectual property for an elite strain of Pongamia sap-
ling branded VayuSap that helps create predictability in
feedstock supply.

VayuGrid connects the demand and supply sides
with buy-back contracts of pods from the biofuel
plantation clusters. Its business model is to benefit for
all intermediaries in the value chain from plantation
clusters to processors and B2B consumers.

The BioCube can be a part of the chain by providing
a decentralized solution to process Pongamia SVO to
biodiesel at the nearest point of consumption, thus re-
ducing costs by avoiding the need to transport fuel
across large distances.

BioCube Corporation and VayuGrid will collabo-
rate to market each other’s offerings as a complete bio-
fuels solution in India and Africa. Prospective
customers include Cell Tower operators, mining com-
panies and commercial enterprises.

The agreement is exclusive for the first year with a
view to forming joint ventures to create BioCube
biodiesel processing centres around VayuSap planta-
tion clusters. VayuGrid will provide feedstock and Bio-
Cube Corporation will process it into biodiesel. The
companies aim to complete a Definitive Agreement
within 12 months.

BioCube Corporation’s chief executive, David Tait
said “India has been a priority target market for us and
we’re delighted to find a vibrant company like Vayu-
Grid that is making inroads into the rural sustainable
energy models we are proponents of. The potential for
both companies to benefit from this partnership is sig-
nificant.”

Doug Petersen, chief executive of VayuGrid, said
the BioCube is ideal for the plantation communities it
works with.

Over $1 Million in Contracts for
Plastics Recycler

In May nappy recycler Relivit Holdings Ltd signed
contracts and letters of intent worth well over $1
million with a number of aged care organizations and a
washroom waste management provider.

Contracts with Anglicare Chesalon Care and Sum-
mitCare will take effect with the commencement of the
service in 2014. Relivit already has a contract with
Southern Cross Care, and is confident of signing other
aged care organizations in coming months.

The company expected to obtain 2,000 tonnes per
year under contract by the end of May and 5,000 tonnes
by August. This would be half the break-even tonnage
required at the planned opening of its plant in the sec-
ond half of 2014.

In the past six months over 30 aged care organiza-
tions have signed letters of intent to use Relivit’s serv-
ice. These organizations manage over 100 facilities in
NSW that produce more than 5,000 tonnes of pad waste
each year.

Relivit said the list is a who’s who of Sydney’s lead-
ing aged care providers including eight of the 10 largest
providers, and names such as Anglican Retirement Vil-
lages (ARV), Baptist Community Services NSW &
ACT, Catholic Healthcare, Domain Principal, Hall and
Prior Aged Care, HammondCare and Kennedy Health
Care.

Relivit expects to convert a number of these letters
of intent to contracts in the near future, and will release
more details of its first contract in the washroom waste
management sector in coming weeks.

SummitCare and ARV strive to manage the envi-
ronmental impact of their aged care facilities and both
have ambitious programs to further reduce waste and
increase recycling.

John Engeler, Group Manager Accommodation for
SummitCare said “For every dollar we spend on waste,
it’s one dollar less we can spend on our residents. But
residents and their families also expect us to care for the
environment. Good waste management practices are
helping us achieve both these potentially competing ob-
jectives.”

Relivit managing director, Gareth Williamson, said
the company is progressing well with its Round 2 capi-
tal raising of $400,000 on ASSOB. It has $190,000 so
far in the round and another $50,000 of share applica-
tions is making its way through review.
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More Projects for Evaporation
Protector

Aqua Guardian Group, which was unsuccessful in
listing on the ASX in 2008 and is now 79 per cent
owned by the listed Wasabi Energy, has a growing port-
folio of completed projects for its AquaArmour tech-
nology that reduces water evaporation.

AquaArmour is hexagonal-shaped plastic modules
that sit on the top of a water storage body such as a dam
or reservoir and reduce light, heat and wind. Evapora-
tion can be reduced by up to 88 per cent on mining, ag-
riculture, urban and rural water storages.

The most recent project, and its first in the mining
sector, was on a 900 square metre dam for Anglo Gold
Ashanti in Western Australia. The storage suffered
rapid water loss due to evaporation from its HDPE
lined reverse osmosis water storage. The water was ex-
pensive due to the treatment process and was the main
drinking supply for the mine site.

Deployment of AquaArmour is calculated to deliver
water savings of 12.7 million litres per year, and better
water quality by inhibiting algal growth and membrane
fouling and reduced maintenance.

Projects completed last year were:
- A 0.225 hectare storage for the District Council of

Mt Remarkable in South Australia to control evapora-
tion and algae, saving 4.5 million litres per year and re-
ducing pumping, chemical and other treatments and
general operating costs of the storage facility.

- A 0.149 hectare stormwater recycling project for
the Merredin Shire Council in WA to control evapora-
tive losses and algal outbreaks at the Merredin Dam 4.
This saves 5.9 million litres per year.

- A 0.209 hectare urban water project for the South
Australian District Council of Mount Remarkable to
control evaporation and algae.

Big Loss for Better Place
Investors

Electric car disaster Better Place Inc, which is to be
liquidated, raised US$915 million in venture capital
which has low odds for recovery, says private company
research firm PrivCo.

The news is not good for Australian venture capital
firm Lend Lease Ventures which in 2009 led a $25 mil-
lion consortium of investors that included ActewAGL
and several private investors.

A long list of overseas venture firms included early
investors Acorns to Oaks II, Esarbee Investments Can-
ada, GC Investments LLC, Israel Cleantech Ventures,
Israel Corp., Maniv Energy Capital, Morgan Stanley,
Musea Ventures, Ofer Group, VantagePoint Venture
Partners, Vayikra Partners and Wolfensohn & Co.

By 2012 Better Place had installed nearly 100
charge spots around Australia.

PrivCo said Better Place lost US$459 million in
2012 on only US$6.9 million in sales. It now has cash

of only US$9.5 million against liabilities of US$915
million.

At its peak in November 2011, Better Place had a
valuation of US$2.25 billion.

PrivCo chief executive, Sam Hamadeh, an expert on
corporate restructurings, said “Because Better Place
has little chance for a ‘Reorganization’ under Israeli
bankruptcy law (similar to a company Chapter 11 reor-
ganization in the US), it was forced into Liquidation in
the Lod District Court in Israel, a process initiated by a
major shareholder.”

BioGills Improve Aquaculture

A report into the first six months of operation of two
BioGills at an aquaculture farm at Jamberoo in NSW
has shown positive environmental outcomes and im-
proved water quality.

Good water quality is one of the most important fac-
tors in achieving successful aquaculture, says Sydney
based BioGill, which is commercializing its biogill
technology to treat waste water.

Dr Tim Charlton from Aqua Firma Solutions com-
pleted a research report into the performance of the
BioGills at the freshwater fish farm that grows Silver
Perch.

After six months, the main findings are that the Bio-
Gills actively reduce ammonia, a toxic by-product for
Silver Perch and other farmed fish species; while com-
parisons at the inlet and outlet of the BioGill units
showed the outlet water had higher dissolved oxygen
and lower ammonia.

Other indicators of good water quality were a five-
fold increase in feeding rates from 6 to 30 kilograms per
day, and fish harvested from the dam with BioGills
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were healthier and had a lower percentage of disease or
stress compared to the fish in the second dam with no
BioGills.

The farm manager is said to have observed clearer
pond water, a massive reduction in algae, an increase in
stock growth rates, less purge time and overall healthier
fish.

Only 2 per cent of harvested fish had signs of dis-
ease or stress compared to the Top Dam with no Bio-
Gills where the number was 10 per cent.

The aquaculture pond holds 4 million litres of water.
The two gravity fed BioGill bioreactors have a total
treating membrane of 500 square metres.

BioGill says the main advantage of its technology in
aquaculture environments is that it works with the ex-
isting cultures in the pond water. No chemicals, bacte-
ria or microorganisms are added. The BioGills use a
bio-natural, healthy, proven and safe system to treat the
water.

Hydrexia Closes $9.5 Million
Raising

Hydrexia Pty Ltd has closed its Series B funding
round that raised $9.25 million from Southern Cross
Renewable Energy Fund, and Air Liquide lnvestisse-
ments d’Avenir et de Demonstration S.A. (ALIAD),
the corporate venturing arm of Air Liquide SA.

Existing investors include Uniseed, Conduit Ven-
tures and GBS Ventures, who have supported the com-
pany since its inception in 2006.

Hydrexia was advised on the latest transaction by
GP Bullhound.

Hydrexia is an early stage Brisbane company com-
mercializing solid state hydrogen storage technology

based on its proprietary magnesium alloy. The storage
systems have the potential to store hydrogen at lower
cost and greater density than conventional compressed
hydrogen storage systems. They also offer more safety
by operating at low pressure.

The technology can address emerging hydrogen ap-
plications such as hydrogen refueling and energy stor-
age.

Hydrexia has proven the technology with
commercial-scale prototypes and is now working with
its development and supply chain partners to scale up
the systems and processes and deliver commercial
ready products to its customers, said chief executive,
Jeffrey Ng.

Qponics Readies to Scale Up

Qponics Ltd has de-listed from ASSOB and is now
seeking to raise $600,000 to produce omega-3 oil from
algae in specialized photo-bioreactors.

The company has previously raised over $100,000
in seed capital, and expects to issue an offer informa-
tion statement in August, said Derek Lowndes, client
manager with BlueMount Capital, which is assisting
the company.

Qponics is developing an aquaculture-algae culture
system to produce algae and extract its eicosapentae-
noic acid (EPA) and DHA1 omega-3 oils. The EPA is
suitable for vegetarians, and the omega-3 oil is a quality
substitute for consumers of fish oil, vegetarians unwill-
ing to take fish oil, and consumers wanting organic
foods.

Omega-3 oils derived from fish and other marine
animals such as krill and calamari supply over 80 per
cent of the global EPA/DHA market. However, global

fish stocks are in decline and this is driving the produc-
tion of sustainable EPA/ DHA omega-3 oil from algae.
The algal omega-3 oil industry is now 18 per cent of the
global US$2.5 billion EPA/DHA omega-3 market and
is growing at 14 per cent per year.

In Asia/Pacific, algal omega-3 oil is 37 per cent of
the US$530 million EPA/DHA omega-3 oil industry.
Demand is expected to grow from large vegetarian
populations in India and China.

Independent market intelligence anticipates whole-
sale prices of algal omega-3 oil in Asia/Pacific to aver-
age US$93 per kilogram in 2014. Qponics believes its
facility has the potential to produce up to 200,000 kg
per year. At this price potential revenue is $18.6 mil-
lion.

Meanwhile, Qponics’ vice president – Engineering
and Technology, Simon Tannock, has earned a PhD in
biogas engineering.

Dr Tannock’s research focused on the development
of an environmentally sustainable wastewater and solid
waste treatment system for office buildings and shop-
ping complexes. Qponics said the system he developed
used anaerobic digestion to convert the carbon in the
waste to methane biogas, which can be combusted to
produce electricity and heat. The process used biologi-
cal systems to remove the nutrients from the water and
a special filter system to remove pathogens and make
the water safe for recycling.

Qponics’ chief executive and managing director,
Graeme Barnett, said Dr Tannock’s 12 years of
experience with microalgae production systems
combined with his newly acquired skills in biogas
production will also assist Qponics and its partners to
treat their waste to create alternative sources of energy
and nutrients. Methane can be captured and piped into
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Qponics’ algal photo-bioreactors and boost production
of algae.

Many Finance Options for CEFC

The Clean Energy Finance Corporation can play a
unique role in reducing financing costs for solar and
other renewable energy projects, including potentially
a listed fund on the ASX and inflation indexed bonds,
said chief executive, Oliver Yates.

Other benefits could be improved gearing levels that
are more comparable to global markets, and extended
debt maturities and flexible amortization profiles, as

well as lower cost funding.
While assisting real projects on the ground, bonds

and listed funds would add to the investment universe
for retail and other environmental investors.

In its work with the Australian Renewable Energy
Agency, it would also assist unlisted and micro cap
listed companies in the commercialization of their in-
novative clean energy technologies.

Renew Economy reported Mr Yates as saying that
in its first two months the CEFC attracted interest from
over 150 projects with a total capital cost of more than
$10.5 billion.

Regenerative Sustainable
Agriculture Investment

A new funds management company is promoting
investment in regenerative agriculture that improves
the health of farming landscapes while producing nutri-
tionally better produce and good returns to investors.

Agri-Carbon Investments Pty Ltd (ACI) was formed
in 2012 to raise funds to invest in farmland in partner-
ship with farmers who have a good track record in re-
generative agriculture techniques, says co-founder
Shaun Colley.

“By enabling farmers to practice best management
techniques on the purchased properties, ACI will pro-
vide a reasonable return to investors while improving
landscape health and function and producing nutrition-
ally superior farm produce,” he said.

Mr Colley and his co-founding director, Chris Main,
both have backgrounds in agriculture, renewable en-
ergy, corporate advisory, funds management and mar-
keting. They “will stand beside incoming investors
through personal investment in the ACI funds to ensure
absolute alignment with investor goals”.

ACI is raising a wholesale fund, the ACI Agricul-
ture Fund, that will co-invest with experienced farmers
who understand the science of “Holistic” or “Regenera-
tive” farming and have already implemented Regenera-
tive Agriculture techniques on their own properties for
years.

The unlisted unit trust will invest to own land across
Australia and be a part-owner of the farm enterprise
along with its partner farmers. Each farming partner-
ship will be a stand-alone investment.
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Mr Coley said ACI has spent the last few years de-
veloping relationships with a group of farmers who are
experts in the type of “Regenerative” agriculture tech-
niques developed by people such as Allan Savory of the
US based Savory Institute (www.savoryinstitute.com).
The Institute uses holistic land management to promote
large-scale restoration of grasslands, enhance ecosys-
tem resilience, sequester carbon, build biodiversity and
pay commercial returns including annual dividends.

In Australia, many of the farmers ACI plans to
partner with are featured in case studies by the ACT
based not for profit Soils For Life that works to improve
degraded rural lands (www.soilsforlife.org.au).

Soils for Life is chaired by former Governor Gen-
eral, Michael Jeffery. Last year it launched a report that
identifies leading Australian farming practices to re-
generate the health of the landscape. The report has 19
leading practice farming case studies.

General Jeffery said the case study participants

demonstrated gains across the whole of the farm bal-
ance sheet: increase in profits, production volume, wa-
ter use efficiency, soil health and maintenance and
improvement of the natural resource base. The positive
results of these outcomes are being demonstrated eco-
nomically, environmentally and socially.

Mr Colley echoed these comments, saying the farm-
ers with whom it has been working “have been success-
fully regenerating the soils and landscapes on their own
property for many years and, as a result, have trans-
formed the profitability and ecological sustainability of
their operation. Their soils are healthier, they draw
down and store massive amounts of CO2e (as soil or-
ganic carbon) and they have better pastures, greater
drought tolerance, higher stocking rates, healthier live-
stock and higher quality produce.

“Due to the low input/ high output nature of their op-
erations, the majority of these farmers operate at the
low end of the cost curve and therefore tend to be far

more profitable than the average.”
Agri-Carbon Investments will assist these farmers

to unleash their skills on more land, he said. The farm-
ing techniques it will promote include time-controlled
grazing, pasture cropping and the use of biological fer-
tilizers.

The capital raised by the fund will be co-invested
with farmers to purchase land that has been ‘conventio-
nally’ farmed for many years. Mr Colley said “Typi-
cally this land is becoming run down and requires more
and more inputs to make it productive. We switch the
land management to regenerative methods then, over a
few years, restore the productivity of the soil.”

The details of the fund are still being finalized, but
Mr Colley expects it to be a 10 year closed end fund for
wholesale investors only at this stage. He and Mr Main
will “be heavily invested in the fund”.

“We have a number of potential properties and part-
ner farmers in our pipeline; however we have identified
a great opportunity to acquire a property in the New
England region with an experienced regenerative
farmer as a starting point.”

Returns to investors will be based on a combination
of cash from farming operations and longer term capital
gain. Farm operations will be mainly beef, lamb, poul-
try, pork etc, and potentially wheat and other grains.
The fund also expects gains through lower operating
costs and improved revenue over time. Carbon credits
will be generated where appropriate. In time the sale of
regenerated farms should create capital gains.

ACI also has plans for an ACI Livestock Fund to in-
vest in livestock run by selected farmers on farms
where higher stocking rates are required to enable them
to fulfill their holistic goals; while ACI – Bespoke In-
vestments will facilitate stand alone investments in
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farms, similar to those in the ACI Agriculture Fund, but
with only one investor and one farmer.

An advisory board of farmers, advisors, and scien-
tists is assisting ACI with idea generation, performance
monitoring, and other key issues.

Green Star Buildings Shine

Green Star rated buildings emit around a third of the
greenhouse gas emissions and use a third of the elec-
tricity of the average Australian building, finds a report
by the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA).

The Value of Green Star: A Decade of Environmen-
tal Benefits analyzes data from 428 Green Star certified
buildings and fitouts and compares them to the ‘ave-
rage’ Australian building and minimum practice bench-
marks. “Hundreds of buildings around Australia, from
offices to factories, shopping centres to schools, librar-
ies to hospitals, have achieved Green Star ratings,” said
Romilly Madew, chief executive of the GBCA.

“This is the first time we’ve quantified Green Star’s
overall impact on Australia’s built environment. This
new report complements the large number of case stud-
ies and substantial anecdotal evidence of Green Star’s
transformative effect on sustainability at the individual
building level.”

The report examines the impact of Green Star on
greenhouse gas emissions, operational energy, water
consumption, and construction and demolition waste.
On energy and greenhouse gas emissions it found that:

- On average, Green Star certified buildings produce
62 per cent fewer greenhouse gas emissions and use 66
per cent less electricity than average Australian build-
ings.

- They produce 45 per cent fewer greenhouse gas

emissions and consume 50 per cent less electricity than
new buildings designed and constructed to meet the
construction code requirements.

- Taken together, the 428 Green Star buildings in the
study reduced electricity consumption by 580,000
megawatt hours or 2,088,000 gigajoules per year -
equivalent to five per cent of the Hazelwood Power
Plant’s total annual output or the annual household
electricity use of 76,000 households.

- The cumulative greenhouse gas savings from the
Green Star rated buildings, when compared to the aver-
age, totals 625,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide a year.

On water, the report found that Green Star buildings
use 51 per cent less potable water than average build-
ings. The saving of 3,300,000 kilolitres of potable wa-
ter a year is enough to service 18,000 households or fill
1,320 Olympic swimming pools. In addition, the water
saving measures deliver significant payoffs: cost sav-
ings to habitat conservation, reduced pressure on infra-
structure, and energy conservation.

The 2010 National Waste Report found that con-
struction and demolition waste accounts for 38 per cent
of the total waste sent to landfill. On waste, the GBCA
report found the average new construction project has a
58 per cent recycling rate while Green Star - As Built
certified buildings (those projects that achieve a rating
for completed construction) recycled 96 per cent of
their construction and demolition waste.

In total, 37,600 truckloads of construction and
demolition waste from Green Star rated projects -
564,000 tonnes - have been diverted from landfill.

“This report confirms what we’ve been saying for a
decade - Green Star buildings are slashing greenhouse
gas emissions, making significant savings on energy
and water consumption and costs, and preventing

truckloads of waste to landfill. The savings that Green
Star is delivering for the built environment - financial,
social and environmental - are just too good to ignore,”
said Ms Madew.

Europe Goes for Green
Infrastructure

The European Commission says investing in green
infrastructure brings multiple returns to nature, society
and people, and has adopted a strategy to encourage its
use and integrate it into mainstream European policies
and land use planning.

Green infrastructure provides solutions that work
with nature instead of against it where that makes eco-
nomic and environmental sense, said Environment
Commissioner Janez Potochnik.

For example, instead of building flood protection in-
frastructure, a green infrastructure solution is to allow a
natural wetland to absorb the excess water from heavy
rain.

In urban areas, biodiversity-rich parks, green spaces
and fresh air corridors can mitigate the effects of sum-
mer heat waves and provide health-related benefits
such as clean air and better water quality, social bene-
fits such as a greater sense of community and physical
and psychological well being, make cities more appeal-
ing places, and allow wildlife to thrive.

The Commission says green infrastructure is often
cheaper and more durable than conventional civil engi-
neering alternatives. It is a tried and tested tool, and
building green infrastructure is a good investment for
nature, the economy and jobs.

The Commission wants to ensure that the enhance-
ment of natural processes becomes a part of spatial
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planning in Europe. Its new strategy focuses on:
* Promoting green infrastructure in agriculture, for-

estry, nature, water, marine and fisheries, regional and
cohesion policy, climate change mitigation and adapta-
tion, transport, energy, disaster prevention and land use
policies. By the end of this year it will develop guide-
lines to show how green infrastructure can be integrated
into these policy areas.

* Improving research and data and promoting inno-
vative technologies that support green infrastructure.

* Improving access to finance for green infrastruc-
ture projects. By next year the Commission will set up
an EU financing facility together with the European In-
vestment Bank to support green infrastructure projects.

By the end of 2015, the Commission will carry out a
study to assess the opportunities for developing an EU-

wide network of green infrastructure. And by the end of
2017, it will publish a report on the lessons learnt and
recommendations for future action.

The Commission said Europe’s landscape is dra-
matically modified by fragmentation and intensifica-
tion of land use. Urban expansion and road and energy
infrastructures have degraded and divided valuable
ecosystems and reduced their species and functional
coherence. Degraded ecosystems can’t offer the same
range of services as healthy ecosystems. These services
have direct economic value and investing in green in-
frastructure makes economic sense.

The Commission said there is usually a high return
on green infrastructure investments. It exampled a
floodplain restoration project on the river Elbe in Ger-
many, where the benefits of shifting dikes, investing in
floodplain-adapted agricultural management and con-
structing fish ladders outweighed costs by a factor of up
to four. Recreation, flood protection and carbon bene-
fits, which were not monetized, would further increase
the value of these benefits.

Flood mitigation is a big issue in Australia where
floods periodically cause huge losses for rural and sub-
urban property owners.

Where a man-made construction such as a dam or
dyke provides only flood mitigation, the Commission
says a healthy, unfragmented floodplain also provides
water filtration, water table maintenance, opportunities
for recreation, carbon storage, timber and intercon-
nected wildlife habitats.

In an urban environment, features like green roofs,
parks and greenways contribute to human health, help
address social problems, save energy and ease water
run-off. In Australia such green infrastructure could
also assist property owners who have high climate con-

trol and air conditioning costs.
Better infrastructure planning contributes to more

efficient mobility and building policies. Mobility is a
big issue in Australian cities which suffer from major
commuter transport congestion.

Other examples of green infrastructure are green
bridges and eco-ducts that reconnect natural areas that
have been divided by roads or railway lines and reduce
accidents between wild animals and cars. Green
bridges have nature on top, not a road or railway, and
allow animals to move around safely and interact.

Green corridors can connect habitats like rivers and
forests as well as provide recreation, transport routes,
flood and heat mitigation, and walkways and cycle
ways.

Green infrastructure can be used to restore degraded
natural areas. The Commission said “There is usually a
high return on GI investments and overall reviews of
restoration projects typically show cost-benefit ratios in
the range of 3 to 75.”

The move to green infrastructure makes great sense
for investors as well as society. It is an example of how
people can spend hundreds of years to end up where na-
ture started.

Water Banking for Future
Droughts

Australian farmers want excess water from large
floods to be ‘banked’ in aquifers for use in dry times. A
survey by researchers at the National Centre for
Groundwater Research and Training (NCGRT) shows
that farmers in the Namoi catchment area in the Murray
Darling Basin (MDB) are mainly supportive of under-
ground storage to bank surplus water from large floods.
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Their positive response is a big step towards provid-
ing rural and agricultural communities with additional
water without drawing more from the over-extracted
rivers of the Basin, says professor Allan Curtis of the
NCGRT and Charles Sturt University.

“Australia’s farmers manage around 65 per cent of
the continent and have access to large volumes of sur-
face and groundwater,” he says. “With scientists pre-
dicting less rainfall and runoff in the southern MDB
over the next 60 years, we urgently need to help them
address the growing threat of water scarcity.”

Water banking is also known as managed aquifer re-
charge (MAR), and should be the next step in water
management in the MDB, says professor Curtis.

“Storing water underground is more efficient than
saving it in the surface dams, on which Australia cur-
rently relies. This is because large volumes of water are
lost from surface storage by evaporation. Every year,
the evaporative loss from farm dams in the Basin alone
amounts to more than 1,000 gigalitres (GL) – which is
enough to supply Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide for
a year.”

With more places turning to water banking for later
industrial or recreational use, researchers at NCGRT
are exploring the possibility of re-charging depleted aq-
uifers in farming landscapes from large floods. A sur-
vey of 210 farmers in the Namoi region showed that
two-thirds support the concept.

“The Namoi is one of Australia’s prime agricultural
regions and extracts the largest volume of groundwater
for irrigation in the MDB,” said professor Curtis. “It’s
an ideal location for implementing water banking using
excess flood water, as large floods occur regularly in
the lower Namoi.”

“We found that the supporters of water banking are

more business-like and more interested in fostering
equal opportunities for all community members. They
generally have larger areas for irrigation, buy water
more frequently, own larger entitlements and spend
more time on their land.

On the other hand, those who expressed concern or
opposed the idea said they needed more information
about the concept, or were worried about possible nega-
tive environmental impacts.

“It seems that they are less interested in production
and profit if these outcomes negatively impact the
health of the environment. They are also more likely to
have had the property in the family for longer,” said
professor Curtis.

“There is clearly strong support for water banking,
but we need to address the other views as well, because
their concerns are valid and deeply felt. We also need to
explore issues such as how water banking fits with ex-
isting water sharing plans and allocations both locally
and along the MDB, who pays for the infrastructure
where there are private benefits, and how to secure
rights to water which has been stored in aquifers.”

Providing that it is carefully managed, water bank-
ing using water from large floods offers a largely ig-
nored opportunity to achieve significant
environmental, economic and social benefits, he said. It
can help sustain the region’s agriculture. It can replen-
ish depleted aquifers and reduce evaporative losses
from surface storages.

A Boost for Net Zero Energy
Homes and Buildings

The quest for net zero energy (NZE) homes and
buildings continues with a US report saying future

home sales could see a labeling/ scoring system that
considers a home’s energy life cycle costs and factors
such as air quality.

Of interest to homeowners and investors, it says
“Valuation of homes does not typically include energy
performance even though energy costs are often greater
than taxes and insurance. Homes are designed, built,
and sold for initial cost, not life cycle costs. There is no
widely accepted process implemented throughout the
entire real estate transaction to enable consumers to
gain the full benefit of purchasing a home with lower
maintenance costs. Most homeowners are not aware of
the energy and carbon footprint of their planned or ex-
isting home and how to lower it.”

A net zero energy residence produces as much en-
ergy from renewable energy resources as it consumes
on an annual basis.

The report says there is still not a clear plan for real-
izing NZE homes while maintaining healthy and com-
fortable indoor environments.

Although incorporating energy-efficiency in new
and existing residential buildings will help, achieving
net-zero homes will require a change in the design and
operation of buildings and the maintenance of equip-
ment.

The report says past efforts in the residential sector
have focused on “buildings with large amounts of insu-
lation, passive solar techniques, and reliable ventila-
tion. Recently, there has been increased interest in
efficiency measures such as increased insulation, pas-
sive solar techniques and indoor air quality/ ventilation
control.”

Progress has been made through voluntary utility
and green building programs and product and equip-
ment ratings, which have raised public awareness and
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provide data and experience for a better whole-of-
building approach.

However, “Trained architects, builders, and trades-
men, as well as pathways to additional energy effi-
ciency through building operation and maintenance,
have been lacking.”

“Effective selection of technology, building materi-
als, methods of construction, and siting options to
achieve NZE homes is relatively difficult. Mechanical
systems in buildings are often sized incorrectly, par-
tially due to a lack of technology for low-load homes.”

There has also been limited engagement from the fi-
nance and insurance communities.

The report looks at the key characteristics of future
NZE homes and the residential building community;
challenges and barriers that impede the design, con-
struction, and purchasing of NZE homes; and potential
future design and construction concepts and guidelines
from pre-design through to operation and maintenance.

It looks at the full range of energy-efficient, alterna-
tive energy and intelligent home technologies and
equipment, including ways to guide selection and in-
stallation.

Also important are ways to incorporate the behav-
iour of homeowners and the building industry into
guidelines for NZE homes.

The report says many of the concepts of net-zero en-
ergy (NZE) buildings were pioneered in the US, but in-
terest waned when energy prices declined in the early
1980s.

However there has been new momentum with the
Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 driving
better design and higher performance for federal build-
ings by 2030. In 2010 the US Department of Energy set
a national goal to achieve NZE in 50 per cent of all

commercial buildings by 2050.
The report, Strategies to Achieve Net-Zero Energy

Homes: A Framework for Future Guidelines Workshop
Summary Report, by Nancy A. McNabb, is at
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.1140

Microgrids a Way Forward

Embedded microgrids give consumers and property
owners greater control over the cost, carbon intensity
and reliability of their electricity supply and the option
of independence from the main grid.

Embedded microgrids are a combination of local
power sources, battery storage, electrical connections,
telecommunications and controls that deliver uninter-
rupted power when the main grid is shut down, switch-
ing back to the main grid when power is restored.

“We expect embedded microgrid technology to be
commercially viable from around 2015,” said Ezra
Beeman, the managing director of Energeia, which has
published a report, Over the Edge: The Australian Out-
look for Embedded Microgrids to 2027.

Energy storage means consumers do not need to sell
their surplus solar power to retailers; they can store it
for their own use during peak pricing periods and earn a
considerably higher return on their solar PV invest-
ment, says the report.

Sophisticated control systems allow microgrids to
operate in ‘island mode’ using local sources such as so-
lar PV and Combined Heart and Power (CHP), during
an oversupply or outage on the main grid. Over the
longer term, microgrids could provide a permanent al-
ternative to grid-supplied electricity, with consumers
increasingly choosing to go off the grid completely.

“Ultimately, we see microgrids offering customers

an attractive alternative to mains supply,” said Mr Bee-
man.

With more than one in 10 households having a solar
PV system, these consumers no longer rely on the main
grid for all their electricity needs. As the cost of install-
ing solar continues to fall and the price of mains elec-
tricity continues to rise, more households will be
generating more local power. This shift from central-
ized to embedded electricity generation is challenging
the power industry’s status quo.

The report says the uptake of residential solar PV
has already created an oversupply of power during day-
light hours. As a result, new installations are now of-
fered less than a fifth of the previous rate received for
any excess they sell to retailers and are likely to see the
price continue to fall as the oversupply increases.

Oversupply into the main grid can also cause invert-
ers to automatically disconnect to protect power qual-
ity, and grid outages trigger solar PV systems to
automatically disconnect for safety reasons. These dis-
connections represent a loss of value to households
which have invested in distributed generation and they
will look for ways to protect their investment.

According to the report, embedded microgrids solve
this problem.

Energy Smart Apartment Blocks

A new on-line energy efficiency toolkit could save
apartment owners and managers up to 20 to 30 per cent
in electricity costs.

The Smart Blocks program provides on-line assis-
tance to residential owner corporations, building facil-
ity managers and contractors with step-by-step
instructions to help identify potential savings and im-
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plement the changes.
“The program is ground breaking because it seeks to

tackle the challenges of improving energy efficiency
from the standpoint of an individual consumer living in
a strata setting,” said Federal Energy Minister Gary
Gray, who launched the program.

“With around 40 per cent of new housing now in
medium and high density development and the last cen-
sus showing that over 24 per cent of Australian house-
holds live in strata-type dwellings, this is an important
initiative to improve energy efficiency.

“It’s probably not well known that people in apart-
ments can pay 25 per cent more in energy costs because
of common use areas,” he said.

“The toolkit equips them to navigate the complexi-
ties of strata living and achieve genuine change. As
such it has the potential to make a real difference to en-
ergy consumption.”

The Australian Government has supported the de-
velopment of the program with over $1 million from
the Energy Efficiency Information Grants (EEIG) pro-
gram.

Award Winning Solar Roofing

A built-in roofing system with stylish solar panels
that produce both electricity and hot water has won the
Design Award for Sustainability at the 2013 Australian
International Design Awards.

The Tractile Roofing System is a game-changing al-
ternative to concrete roof tiles and existing solar panel
units often considered an eyesore, said the judges.

The system is claimed to be the world’s first Build-
ing Integrated Photovoltaic Thermal (BIPV-T) roof tile
that can generate both electricity and solar boosted hot

water from a single unit. Developed
by Tractile Pty Ltd of Queensland,
the judges said the system ticked all
the environmental and sustainabil-
ity boxes - simple design, perform-
ance, easy installation,
sustainability and affordability.

It is made from lightweight, du-
rable composite materials and a pat-
ented interlocking installation
system makes the panels easy to in-
stall and very strong. The composite
material has superior insulating
properties and is fire retardant.

The judges said the compression
moulding process to make the pan-
els requires less labour and skill,
and gives designers the freedom to
design 3D surface profiles with tex-
tured finishes in any colour.

“This is simple effective design
that will offer a significant benefit to builders and
homeowners. This is a great example of design that can
make a positive impact on our environment,” they said.

The product also won Design Award – Best in Cate-
gory in the Hardware and Building Category.

Brandon Gien, managing director of Good Design
Australia and Chair of the Australian International De-
sign Awards, said 66 Australian and international prod-
ucts were awarded Design Awards in recognition of
design excellence.

“The Tractile Roofing System was a stand-out in
terms of sustainability and environmental considera-
tion. Our judges predict it will make a big impact in the
building sector,” he said.

The roof tiles come in two types: Tractile Solar
Eclipse uses the Tractile Interlocking Roof System,
while the Tractile Solar Horizon can be retrofitted to
any existing concrete tile roof.

Pricing is said to be on par with current solar sys-
tems.

The product previously received a proof of concept
grant from Commercialisation Australia, and won the
JEC Asia 2012 Innovation Awards for Energy.

The company says research shows the Tractile is
eight times more sustainable than concrete and steel.

Tractile Solar was previously known as KISStile.
Tractile is owned by B-Pods Holdings Pty Ltd.
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Eco Investor Database is Australia’s

leading research tool for environmen-

tally positive investments. It gives full

access to the Eco Investor website in-

cluding:

- A listing of 90 environmentally posi-

tive stocks on the ASX by business

stage and industry sector, and an envi-

ronmentally positive analysis of each

company.

- All back copies of Eco Investor

Magazine, and a word search facility to

search all back editions.

- Index of key (how to) articles on en-

vironmental investment.

- Subscribers to Eco Investor Data-

base automatically receive Eco Inves-

tor Magazine as it is published.
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